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STAFF NOTE
On December 8, 2011, the Coastal Commission found that the City of Pismo Beach’s approval
of a coastal development permit (CDP) for the proposed project raised substantial LCP
conformance issues and took jurisdiction over the CDP application for the proposed project. On
January 10, 2013, following a public hearing, the Commission then denied a CDP for the
proposed project by a vote of 9-0. Because the staff recommendation had been for approval with
conditions, this report contains revised findings reflecting the Commission’s action. For this
same reason, the findings have been modified throughout from the previous version of the staff
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report. Deletions to the previous report text are shown in strike-through text format, and
additions are shown in underlined text format. Commissioners who are eligible to vote on the
revised findings are those from the prevailing side who were present at the January 10, 2013
hearing (i.e., Commissioners Blank, Bochco, Groom, McClure, Mitchell, Sanchez, Zimmer,
Vice-Chair Kinsey, and Chair Shallenberger).

STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON REVISED FINDINGS
Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the following revised findings in support of its
denial of a CDP for the proposed project on January 10, 2013. To implement this
recommendation, staff recommends a YES vote on the following motion. Pursuant to Section
30315.1 of the Coastal Act, adoption of findings requires a majority vote of the members of the
prevailing side present at the January 10, 2013, hearing, with at least three of the prevailing
members voting. Only those Commissioners on the prevailing side of the Commission’s action
are eligible to vote. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the revised findings and
adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by affirmative vote of
a majority of the Commissioners present.
Motion: I move that the Commission adopt the revised findings in support of the
Commission’s action on January 10, 2013 denying the development proposed under CDP
Application Number A-3-PSB-10-062 pursuant to the staff recommendation, and I
recommend a yes vote.
Resolution to Adopt Revised Findings: The Commission hereby adopts the findings set
forth below for denial of a coastal development permit for the development proposed
under CDP Application Number A-3-PSB-10-062 on the grounds that the findings
support the Commission’s decision on January 10, 2013 and accurately reflect reasons
for it.
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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION COMMISSION
ACTION
The Applicants propose to construct a new 3,651 square-foot duplex with two attached two-car
garages elevated on piles on a lot located within sand dunes in the backbeach area directly
adjacent to the mouth of Pismo Creek and the Pismo Creek Estuary in the City of Pismo Beach.
The proposed duplex would consist of a 1,969 square-foot residence on the upper level, and a
749 square-foot vacation rental residence on the lower level. The project site is subject to
significant development constraints due to shoreline hazards and flooding, as well as the
presence of environmentally sensitive habitat both onsite and extending offsite. The site is also
located within a significant public viewshed along the shoreline where it transitions to dunes and
Pismo Creek. In addition, the site is located in the City’s core visitor-serving commercial area
that is protected by the Pismo Beach Local Coastal Program (LCP) for visitor-serving uses that
can appropriately respond to such constraints. As such, the project raises numerous LCP and
Coastal Act issues.
The LCP only allows for residential uses on the visitor-serving project site if the Applicant can
conclusively show that visitor-serving uses are infeasible due to the size, shape or location of the
parcel. Staff The Commission does not believe that the project meets the LCP test for allowing
residential uses in this visitor-serving district, therefore the project would place a residential use
in an area protected for visitor-serving uses inconsistent with this LCP provision and the public
access and recreation policies of the LCP and Coastal Act. The proposed project would also
place new development on the beach dunes seaward of the coastal bluff and on the bluff face,
would require a pile support structure to protect it from shoreline and flooding hazards, and
includes a driveway bridge and utilities located below the 100-year flood elevation, all of which
are inconsistent with the hazards policies of the LCP. In addition, construction of the project
would directly impact sensitive habitat considered ESHA on the project site, is not an allowed
use in such areas, and would not provide for adequate setbacks for ESHA adjacent to the project
area as required by the LCP. Lastly, the mass, scale, and bulky design of the development would
not blend with the surrounding natural environment and the small-scale character of the City, and
would impact significant views from public areas to and along the estuary and shoreline.
As a result, the project cannot be found consistent with the hazards, ESHA, visual resources,
public recreational access, and visitor-serving policies of the LCP, and cannot be found
consistent with the public recreational access policies of the Coastal Act. The Commission has
determined that the project as designed is inconsistent with the LCP and Coastal Act policies and
does not believe the project can move forward without significant modifications. Although
Commission staff identified certain modifications that could possibly result in an approvable
project, the Applicants are not willing to make such modifications. Therefore, the Commission
has denied the coastal development permit application, and encourages the Applicants to develop
an alternative project that can address LCP inconsistencies. The denial is not a final adjudication
by the Commission of the potential for development on this parcel, as it does not preclude the
Applicants from applying for some other development or use of the site, such as a more minor
development that proposes a visitor-serving use and more carefully addresses the site’s
constraints.
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However, consistent with the mandate of Coastal Act section 30010, and since any economic
use of the subject property would result in some form of LCP inconsistencies, staff recommends
approval of some development here to provide for a reasonable use of the property that will
avoid an unconstitutional taking of private property for public use.
In order to comply with the otherwise applicable requirements of the LCP and the Coastal Act,
staff recommends special conditions necessary to mitigate all significant adverse environmental
effects in and adjacent to the project site to the greatest extent feasible. Such conditions are
necessary to find the proposed development consistent with the otherwise applicable policies of
the LCP and Coastal Act. Thus the modified approvable project allows for the development of
only a one-story vacation rental unit consistent with the zoning provisions, reduced in size and
scale, and redesigned to better blend with the surrounding area and natural environment. The
project as conditioned would will also reduce development on the bluff face and in the floodway,
be built to withstand the forces of tsunami and flooding, and does not allow any form of future
shoreline development or related hazard response, but rather removal of the development in the
face of additional hazards. The conditions also require construction best management practices
and mitigation measures to reduce impacts to ESHA.
As conditioned, staff believes that the project is a visitor-serving use that will maximize public
access and recreation to the coast, and appropriately respond to the unique circumstances of this
case. Thus, staff recommends that the Commission approve the coastal development permit
subject to the recommended conditions. The motion is found on page 4 below.
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I. MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
Staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, approve a coastal development
permit for the proposed development. To implement this recommendation, staff recommends a
YES vote on the following motion. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the CDP as
conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
Motion: I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Number A-3PSB-10-062 pursuant to the staff recommendation, and I recommend a yes vote.
Resolution to Approve CDP: The Commission hereby approves Coastal Development
Permit Number A-3-PSB-10-062 and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that
the development as conditioned will be in conformity with City of Pismo Beach Local
Coastal Program policies and Coastal Act access and recreation policies. Approval of
the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1)
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially
lessen any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there
are no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially
lessen any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment.

II.

STANDARD CONDITIONS

This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions:
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not
commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the Permittees or authorized agent,
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned
to the Commission office.
2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the
date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of
the permit must be made prior to the expiration date.
3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by
the Executive Director or the Commission.
4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit.
5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual,
and it is the intention of the Commission and the Permittees to bind all future owners and
possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions.
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III.

Special conditions

This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions:
1. Revised Project Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT, the Permittees shall submit two full-size sets of Revised Project Plans to the
Executive Director for review and approval. The Revised Project Plans shall be in substantial
conformance with the plans submitted to the Coastal Commission (dated received in the
Commission’s Central Coast District Office on May 18, 2011 and titled Koligian DuplexProject Data Site Plan) except that they shall be revised and supplemented to comply with the
following requirements:
a. Visitor Serving Use. The residential component of the project shall be removed. Only a
one-story visitor-serving vacation rental unit shall be allowed at the site.
b. Size and Scale. The plans shall depict a vacation rental unit that is one-story, with a
maximum height of 25 feet above existing grade, and a maximum building footprint of
1,100 square feet.
c. Blufftop Development. No development shall be permitted on the bluff and blufftop on
and adjacent to Addie Street except a pedestrian accessway and utilities in a free span
bridge of the minimum required dimensions and design to provide required access to the
rental unit.
d. Frontyard Setback. The frontyard property setback (to the Addie Street right-of-way)
shall be reduced to 5 feet or, if required to be more than 5 feet to comply with ADA
requirements, the distance necessary for such compliance. Only the pedestrian accessway
and utilities in a free span bridge shall be allowed within this setback area.
e. Sideyard Setback. The sideyard property setback adjacent to the neighboring “beach
house” (at 136 Addie Street) shall be 5 feet.
f. Riparian Setback. The development shall be set back 25 feet from the edge of riparian
vegetation along Pismo Creek. The plans shall be submitted with evidence of a current
biological survey, prepared by a certified biologist or ecologist, that clearly identifies the
extent of riparian vegetation on the property and adjacent to the rear property line
demonstrating compliance with this setback requirement.
g. Landscaping. All non-native plants shall be removed, including palm trees and iceplant,
and only native plants species used (see also Special Condition 2 below).
h. Parking. On-site parking shall be removed from the project plans, and the plans shall
instead identify offsite parking for all required parking spaces (1 parking space per
sleeping room), including documentation that clearly identifies where and how site users
will make use of such parking (including but to not limited to contractual agreements
with private parking areas, valet service, shuttles, etc.). Such offsite parking shall not be
allowed to reduce general public coastal access parking.
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i. Building Articulation. The front side of the development facing Addie Street shall be
articulated in way that the pedestrian accessway and utilities (in a free span bridge)
connect to the rental unit as far inland as possible and as close to Addie Street as is
allowed under these conditions, and the rest of the Addie Street frontage is further
setback from Addie Street in such a way as to articulate toward the corner of the
neighboring “beach house” (at 136 Addie Street). The reminder of the development shall
incorporate articulation in building design in order to avoid boxiness and increase visual
interest and compatibility, including through pitched roof, offsets and projections to
increase shadow patterns, and materials and colors designed to blend with the beach and
creek aesthetic.
j. Design. The plans shall clearly identify all measures that will be applied to ensure that
the project design, including all structures and including all other project elements (e.g.,
lighting, landscaping, railings, etc.) reduces the appearance of bulk and mass and blends
with the surrounding natural environment. At a minimum, exterior materials shall appear
natural and non-reflective, including through the use of wood, stone, brick, and earth tone
colors. Plans shall clearly identify all structural elements, materials, and finishes
(including through site plans and elevations, materials palettes and representative photos,
product brochures, etc.). Only native dune and riparian plants shall be used for
landscaping.
k. Demolition. The plans shall provide detail on all measures to be taken to demolish and
reconstruct the inland side of the neighboring “beach house” (at 136 Addie Street) so that
it is set back 5 feet from the shared property line with the subject property. All such
measures shall be designed to limit coastal resource impacts as much as feasible. The
plans shall be submitted with evidence of all permits and approvals necessary for all such
activities, including CDP authorization for such development on this neighboring
property.
l. Structural Stability. Foundation piles shall be limited in size, scale, and number to that
required for support and structural stability. Supplemental plans shall be provided that
clearly identify all measures to be taken to ensure that the foundation pilings are adequate
to provide necessary support and structural stability in light of coastal hazards. The
Permittee shall also demonstrate that the pilings are embedded to a sufficient depth in
non-liquefiable materials and provide calculations demonstrating a factor of safety
against liquefaction of 1.5 pursuant to the guidelines of the Division of Mines and
Geology, Special Publication 117.
All requirements above and all requirements of the approved Revised Project Plans shall be
enforceable components of this coastal development permit. The Permittees shall undertake
development in accordance with the approved Revised Project Plans.
2. Dune Restoration Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT,
the Permittees shall submit two full size sets of Dune Restoration Plans to the Executive
Director for review and approval. The Dune Restoration Plans shall provide for offsite dune
habitat restoration and enhancement at a ratio of 2:1 for all dune habitat covered/shaded on
the property by the elevated structure and bridge to Addie Street, and shall provide for dune
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habitat restoration and enhancement on all of the subject property, including the area covered
by the elevated structure and bridge. Off-site restoration is preferred as close to the subject
site as possible (e.g., along Addie Street). For both areas, the Dune Restoration Plans shall
include, at a minimum, the following components:
a. Objective. Restoration shall be premised on enhancing habitat so that it is selffunctioning, high quality habitat in perpetuity.
b. Non-Native and Invasive Removal. All non-native and/or invasive species shall be
removed, and continued removal shall occur on an as-needed basis to ensure complete
removal over time.
c. Native Dune Plants. All vegetation planted shall consist of dune plants native to Pismo
Beach.
d. Plant Maintenance. All required plantings shall be maintained in good growing
conditions throughout the life of the project, and whenever necessary shall be replaced
with new plant materials to ensure continued compliance with the plan.
e. Dune Contours. Final contours of the restoration shall mimic and seamlessly integrate
with natural dune contours present and/or historically present in this area.
f. Implementation. A map shall be provided showing the type, size, and location of all
plant materials that would be planted, the irrigation system (if any), topography and
finish contours, and all other landscape features. Fencing shall be limited to temporary
rope and pole barriers or equivalent, sited and designed to limit visual impacts as much as
possible. A schedule for all restoration activities shall be included.
g. Monitoring and Maintenance. A plan for monitoring and maintenance of habitat areas
in perpetuity shall be included, including:


A schedule out to 5 years.



A description of field activities, including monitoring studies.



Monitoring study design, including: goals and objectives of the study; field sampling
design; study sites, including experimental/revegetation sites and reference sites; field
methods, including specific field sampling techniques to be employed (photo
monitoring of experimental/re-vegetation sites and reference sites shall be included);
data analysis methods; presentation of results; assessment of progress toward meeting
success criteria; recommendations; and monitoring study report content and schedule.



Adaptive management procedures, including provisions to allow for modifications
designed to better restore, enhance, manage, and protect habitat areas.

h. Reporting and Contingency. Five years from the date of completion of the project, and
every ten years thereafter, the Permittee shall submit, for the review and approval of the
Executive Director, a restoration monitoring report prepared by a qualified specialist that
certifies the restoration is in conformance with the approved plan, along with
photographic documentation of plant species and plant coverage beginning the first year
9
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after initiation of implementation of the plan, annually for the first five years, and then
every ten years after that. If the restoration monitoring report or biologist’s inspections
indicate the restoration is not in conformance with or has failed to meet the performance
standards specified in the Dune Restoration Plans approved pursuant to this permit, the
Permittee shall submit a revised or supplemental restoration plan for the review and
approval of the Executive Director. The revised restoration plan must be prepared by a
qualified specialist, and shall specify measures to remediate those portions of the original
plan that have failed or are not in conformance with the original approved plan. These
measures, and any subsequent measures necessary to carry out the approved plan, shall
be carried out in coordination with the direction of the Executive Director until the
approved plan is established to the Executive Director’s satisfaction
The Permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved Dune
Restoration Plans, which shall be initiated within 90 days of Executive Director approval of
such plans, or within such additional time as the Executive Director allows if there are
extenuating circumstances.
3. Construction Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit two copies of a Construction Plan to the Executive
Director for review and approval. The Construction Plan shall, at a minimum, include the
following:
a. Construction Areas. The Construction Plan shall identify the specific location of all
construction areas, all staging areas, and all construction access corridors in site plan
view. All such areas within which construction activities and/or staging are to take place
shall be minimized to the maximum extent feasible in order to have the least impact on
public access and visual resources as well as to maintain best management practices
(BMPs) to protect sensitive coastal dune and riparian resources on-site and in the
surrounding area, including by using inland areas for staging and storing construction
equipment and materials, as feasible. Construction (including but not limited to
construction activities, and materials and/or equipment storage) is prohibited outside of
the defined construction, staging, and storage areas.
b. Construction Methods and Timing. The plan shall specify the construction methods to
be used, including all methods to be used to keep the construction areas separated from
sensitive coastal dune and riparian resources and public recreational use areas (including
using unobtrusive fencing (or equivalent measures) to delineate construction areas). All
work shall take place during daylight hours and all lighting of the creek and dune habitat
is prohibited.
c. Property Owner Consent. The plan shall be submitted with evidence indicating that the
owners of any properties on which construction activities are to take place, including
properties to be crossed in accessing the site, consent to such use of their properties.
d. Pre-construction Surveys. The plan shall include pre-construction surveys for sensitive
species including tidewater goby, western snowy plover, and California red-legged frog.
If any of these species is identified in the project impact area, the Applicants shall consult
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with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Executive Director, and shall implement
mitigations as directed by the Executive Director.
e. BMPs. The plan shall clearly identify all BMPs to be implemented during construction
and their location. Such plans shall contain provisions for specifically identifying and
protecting all natural drainage swales (with sand bag barriers, filter fabric fences, straw
bale filters, etc.) to prevent construction-related runoff and sediment from entering into
these natural drainage areas which ultimately deposit runoff into Pismo Creek or the
Pacific Ocean. Silt fences, straw wattles, or equivalent measures shall be installed at the
perimeter of all construction areas. At a minimum, such plans shall also include
provisions for stockpiling and covering of graded materials, temporary stormwater
detention facilities, revegetation as necessary, and restricting grading and earthmoving
during the rainy weather. The plan shall indicate that: (a) dry cleanup methods are
preferred whenever possible and that if water cleanup is necessary, all runoff shall be
collected to settle out sediments prior to discharge from the site; all de-watering
operations shall include filtration mechanisms; (b) off-site equipment wash areas are
preferred whenever possible; if equipment must be washed on-site, the use of soaps,
solvents, degreasers, or steam cleaning equipment shall not be allowed; in any event,
such wash water shall not be allowed to enter any natural drainage; (c) concrete rinsates
shall be collected and they shall not be allowed to enter any natural drainage areas; (d)
good construction housekeeping shall be required (e.g., clean up all leaks, drips, and
other spills immediately; refuel vehicles and heavy equipment off-site and/or in one
designated location; keep materials covered and out of the rain (including covering
exposed piles of soil and wastes); all wastes shall be disposed of properly, trash
receptacles shall be placed on site for that purpose, and open trash receptacles shall be
covered during wet weather); and (e) all erosion and sediment controls shall be in place
prior to the commencement of grading and/or construction as well as at the end of each
day. Particular care shall be exercised to prevent foreign materials from entering the
creek or beach. Contractors shall insure that work crews are carefully briefed on the
importance of observing the appropriate precautions and reporting any accidental spills.
Construction contracts shall contain appropriate penalty provisions, sufficient to offset
the cost of retrieving or cleaning up improperly contained foreign materials.
f. Construction Site Documents. The plan shall provide that copies of the signed coastal
development permit and the approved Construction Plan be maintained in a conspicuous
location at the construction job site at all times, and that such copies are available for
public review on request. All persons involved with the construction shall be briefed on
the content and meaning of the coastal development permit and the approved
Construction Plan, and the public review requirements applicable to them, prior to
commencement of construction.
g. Construction Coordinator. The plan shall provide that a construction coordinator be
designated to be contacted during construction should questions arise regarding the
construction (in case of both regular inquiries and emergencies), and that their contact
information (i.e., address, phone numbers, etc.) including, at a minimum, a telephone
number that will be made available 24 hours a day for the duration of construction, is
conspicuously posted at the job site where such contact information is readily visible
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from public viewing areas, along with indication that the construction coordinator should
be contacted in the case of questions regarding the construction (in case of both regular
inquiries and emergencies). The construction coordinator shall record the name, phone
number, and nature of all complaints received regarding the construction, and shall
investigate complaints and take remedial action, if necessary, within 24 hours of receipt
of the complaint or inquiry.
h. Notification. The Permittee shall notify planning staff of the Coastal Commission’s
Central Coast District Office at least 3 working days in advance of commencement of
construction, and immediately upon completion of construction.
Minor adjustments to the above construction requirements may be allowed by the Executive
Director in the approved Construction Plan if such adjustments: (1) are deemed reasonable
and necessary; and (2) do not adversely impact coastal resources. All requirements above and
all requirements of the approved Construction Plan shall be enforceable components of this
coastal development permit. The Permittee shall undertake construction in accordance with
the approved Construction Plan.
4. Visitor-Serving Overnight Unit. By acceptance of this coastal development permit, the
Permittees acknowledge and agree, on behalf of themselves and all successors and assigns,
that:
a. Length of Stay Provisions. The vacation rental unit shall be open and available to the
general public. Rooms shall not be rented to any individual, family, or group for more
than 29 days per year or for more than 14 days between Memorial Day and Labor Day.
b. Conversion Prohibited. The conversion of the approved vacation rental unit to limited
use overnight visitor accommodation units (e.g., timeshare, fractional ownership, etc.) or
to full-time occupancy condominium units or to any other units with use arrangements
that differ from the approved project shall be prohibited.
5. Open Space Restriction. Development, as defined in Section 30106 of the Coastal Act and
the City of Pismo Beach LCP, shall be prohibited on all areas of the property outside of the
approved elevated rental unit and bridge, except for dune restoration maintenance activities
and public recreational access, both subject to Executive Director review and approval. Prior
to issuance by the Executive Director of the Notice of Intent to Issue a Coastal Development
Permit, the Permittees shall submit to the Executive Director for review and approval, and
upon such approval, for attachment as an exhibit to the NOI, a legal description and graphic
depiction, prepared by a licensed surveyor, of the area of the property to be restricted to open
space uses.
6. Assumption of Risk, Waiver of Liability and Indemnity. By acceptance of this permit, the
Permittees acknowledge and agree, on behalf of themselves and all successors and assigns:
(i) that the site may be subject to hazards from episodic and long-term shoreline retreat and
coastal erosion, high seas, ocean waves, storms, tsunami, tidal scour, coastal flooding, and
the interaction of same; (ii) to assume the risks to the Permittees and the property that is the
subject of this permit of injury and damage from such hazards in connection with this
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permitted development; (iii) to unconditionally waive any claim of damage or liability
against the Commission, its officers, agents, and employees for injury or damage from such
hazards; and (iv) to indemnify and hold harmless the Commission, its officers, agents, and
employees with respect to the Commission’s approval of the project against any and all
liability, claims, demands, damages, costs (including costs and fees incurred in defense of
such claims), expenses, and amounts paid in settlement arising from any injury or damage
due to such hazards.
7. No Additional Protective Structures. By acceptance of this permit, the Permittees
acknowledge and agree, on behalf of themselves and all successors and assigns, that:
a. Permit Intent. The intent of this permit is to allow for the approved project to be
constructed and used consistent with the terms and conditions of this permit for only as
long as it remains safe for occupancy and use without additional substantive measures
beyond ordinary repair and/or maintenance to protect it from coastal hazards;
b. Additional Measures Prohibited. No additional protective structures, including but not
limited to additional or augmented piers (including additional pier elevation), shall be
constructed to protect the development approved by this permit in the event that the
development is threatened with damage or destruction from coastal hazards;
c. Section 30235 Waiver. They waive any rights to construct shoreline/hazards protective
structures that may exist pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30235;
d. Removal. They shall remove the development including the one-story vacation rental,
accessway, utilities, and pilings, authorized by this permit, including the one-story
vacation rental, accessway or utilities, if any government agency has ordered that the
structures are not to be occupied due to any coastal hazards. In the event that portions of
the development fall to the beach before they are removed, the landowner shall remove
all recoverable debris associated with the development from the beach and creek and
lawfully dispose of the material in an approved disposal site. Prior to removal, the
Permittees shall submit two copies of a Removal Plan to the Executive Director for
review and approval. The Removal Plan shall clearly describe the manner in which such
development is to be removed and the affected area restored so as to best protect coastal
resources.
8. Future Development Restrictions By acceptance of this permit, the Permittees
acknowledge and agree, on behalf of themselves and all successors and assigns that this
permit is only for the development described in CDP A-3-PSB-10-062. Pursuant to Title 14
California Code of Regulations Section 13253(b)(6), the exemptions otherwise provided in
Public Resources Code section 30610(b) shall not apply to the development governed by
CDP A-3-PSB-10-062. Accordingly, any future improvements to the structures authorized by
this permit, including but not limited to repair and maintenance identified as requiring a
permit in Public Resources Section 30610(d) and Title 14 California Code of Regulations
Sections 13252(a)-(b), shall require an amendment to CDP A-3-PSB-10-062 from the
Commission.
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9. Other Agency Approval. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit to the Executive Director written evidence that all
necessary permits, permissions, approvals, and/or authorizations for the approved project
have been granted by the City of Pismo Beach, California State Lands Commission,
California Department of Parks and Recreation, California Department of Fish and Game,
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Any changes to the approved project required by
these agencies shall be reported to the Executive Director. No changes to the approved
project shall occur without a Commission amendment to this coastal development permit
unless the Executive Director determines that no amendment is necessary.
10. Deed Restriction. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT, the Permittees shall submit to the Executive Director for review and approval
documentation demonstrating that the Permittees have executed and recorded against the
property governed by this permit a deed restriction, in a form and content acceptable to the
Executive Director: (1) indicating that, pursuant to this permit, the California Coastal
Commission has authorized development on the subject property, subject to terms and
conditions that restrict the use and enjoyment of that property; and (2) imposing the special
conditions of this permit as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment
of the property. The deed restriction shall include a legal description and site plan of the
property governed by this permit. The deed restriction shall also indicate that, in the event of
an extinguishment or termination of the deed restriction for any reason, the terms and
conditions of this permit shall continue to restrict the use and enjoyment of the property so
long as either this permit or the development it authorizes, or any part, modification, or
amendment thereof, remains in existence on or with respect to the property.
11. Archaeological Resources. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT, the Permittee shall submit two copies of an archaeological
survey of the site conducted by a qualified archaeologist who is a member of the Register of
Professional Archaeologists to the Executive Director for review and approval. Should
archaeological resources be identified, the Permittee must submit to the Commission a CDP
amendment application to ensure qualified archaeologist and Native American
representatives have examined the site and mitigation measures have been developed that
address and proportionately offset the impacts of the project on archaeological resources. The
CDP amendment application shall include two copies of an archaeological mitigation and
monitoring plan prepared by a qualified archaeologist for review and approval of the
Executive Director. The Plan shall provide for an archaeological monitor to be present during
all ground disturbing activities. The Plan shall also include a description of monitoring
methods, including provision for a pre-project survey that includes participation by qualified
local Native Americans, frequency of monitoring, procedures for halting work on the site and
a description of reporting procedures that will be implemented during ground disturbing
activities to ensure that cultural resources are not disturbed. The Plan shall include a list of
the personnel involved in the monitoring activities and their qualifications, and shall include
qualified local Native Americans as project monitors. At a minimum, the Plan shall provide
for the following:
DURING ALL GROUND DISTURBING ACTIVITIES FOLLOWING A FUTURE
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AMENDMENT, the Permittee shall retain a
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qualified archaeologist, approved by the Executive Director, to monitor all earth disturbing
activities per the approved monitoring plan. The Permittee shall also include qualified local
Native Americans as project monitors as applicable. If an area of cultural deposits is
discovered during the course of the project, all construction shall cease in the vicinity of the
resource, and a new plan shall be submitted that avoids such resources that shall be submitted
for the review and approval of the Executive Director.

IV.

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DETERMINATION

In this de novo review of the proposed CDP application, the standard of review is the City of
Pismo Beach certified LCP and, because the project is located between the first public road and
the sea, the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.

A. PROJECT LOCATION
The proposed project is located in the backbeach area between Pismo Creek and Addie Street at
140 Addie Street, about four blocks downcoast of the Pismo Pier in Pismo Beach. The site is at
beach and creek elevation about five feet below the elevation of Addie Street. It is currently
undeveloped, except that a portion of a vacation rental house that is elevated on exposed wood
piles above the beach dunes directly seaward of the site extends across the property line onto this
site, and a compacted area 1 that is used for vehicular access (ramping down from Addie Street)
and parking for the neighboring vacation rental is also located onsite. Seaward of that is the wide
and expansive sand of Pismo State Beach. Inland of the site and also between Addie Street and
the Creek there are two vacant lots and then a four-unit vacation rental condominium complex.
Downcoast, across the Creek, there is an RV park and the rivermouth/lagoon area (i.e., the mouth
of the Pismo Creek Estuary). Upcoast, across Addie Street, there is a City-owned public parking
lot, restroom, and the City’s “beachwalk” public access promenade that extends from the site
upcoast through the Pier. See project location maps and site photos in Exhibits 1, 2, and 3.
The project area is located in the upland portion of a significant beach dune complex at the
mouth of Pismo Creek, where the Pismo Estuary forms. This area contains four sensitive plant
communities, including pioneer dune and beach community, estuarine community, freshwater
marsh and coastal salt marsh, as well as related wildlife habitats, including riverine, fresh water
emergent wetland, estuarine wetland, pioneer coastal dune and marine. These habitats are relied
on by many sensitive species, including: California Tiger Salamander, Coast Range California
Newt, California Red-Legged Frog, Southwestern Pond Turtle, California Coast Horned Lizard,
Silvery Legless Lizard, Common Loon, Clark’s Grebe, Western Grebe, California Brown
Pelican, Double-Crested Cormorant, Great Egret, Great Blue Heron, Snowy Egret, BlackCrowned Night Heron, Osprey, American Peregrine Falcon, Western Snowy Plover, Long-Billed
Curley, California Gull, California Least Tern, Caspian Tern, Forster’s Tern, Tidewater Goby
and Steelhead Trout.
In addition to these biological resources, river mouths and dunes such as those at this location are
both subject to significant hydrologic and landform changes over time, and the project site has
1

This area is not paved, and it appears that some sort of rock and/or soil has been deposited here and repeated
vehicular use has hardened it to a certain degree.
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been and will likely continue to be in the future subject to such changes. For example, rivers
migrate depending on watershed changes and storm flows, and estuaries regularly form and
reform in different configurations. In addition, dunes can migrate dramatically depending on
erosion and accretion of the shoreline, storms and wind patterns. At this site, dune morphology is
dynamically affected by these types of influences. The site has historically seen such changes,
with aerial photographs from 1961 showing the site largely made up of sand, with minimal
vegetation. Over the years, other photos show vegetation gradually overtaking open sand at the
site when, other than the compacted area used for access to the adjacent vacation rental house on
piles, 2 the rest of the site is almost entirely covered with what appears to be riparian plant species
and invasive iceplant. Likewise, aerial photos show the dunes, river mouth and estuary in various
configurations throughout the years. Again, see current site photos in Exhibit 2, and historic site
photos in Exhibit 3.
Given its location at the river’s edge where it transitions to the beach, the site is also located
within the 100-year floodplain and is subject to coastal flooding and tsunami inundation. In fact,
the site has been inundated by significant flooding in recent history. For example, photos taken
during the winter storms of 1983 show dramatic flooding at the site (see Exhibit 4). According
to the City’s Hazard Mitigation Plan, the City can expect to see major flooding events every four
to six years, given past frequency of flooding occurrences. Given the expectations for increased
intensity and frequency of storm activity due to climate change and sea level rise, such major
flooding in the City is likely to increase even more over time.
The project is located on a site that is designated by the LCP’s Land Use Plan (LUP) as mixeduse, and is located in the LCP Implementation Plan’s (IP) Hotel-Motel and Visitor Serving (R-4)
district. This district is designed to accommodate and cater to the needs of tourists with lodging
and other visitor-serving amenities. The allowed uses are lodging, restaurants and bars and other
visitor-serving commercial uses. As a conditional use, residences can be allowed, but only if the
applicant can show that the size, shape or location of the parcel makes it infeasible for a visitorserving use.
The project site and surrounding area seaward of the inland and existing four-unit vacation rental
condominium complex is made up of seven lots located between Addie Street and Pismo Creek
in the backbeach area where it transitions to Creek/Estuary (see lots identified as Lots 1 through
7 in Exhibit 1). Lots 1, 2 and 3 are the most seaward lots, and although they were the subject of
previous development proposals, 3 they are currently undeveloped sandy beach area
indistinguishable from the rest of the sandy beach environs, and no proposals are currently
pending. 4 Just inland of these sandy beach lots, the existing vacation rental house on piles above
the dunes is located on lot 4 and immediately seaward of the project site. 5 This house was
originally constructed in the early 1960s prior to CDP requirements, and it actually extends about
6 feet onto lot 5, which is the subject lot. As indicated above, a compacted vehicular parking
2

3

4
5

Where this compacted area appears to have been part of a larger open area that was used as a general beach
parking area at one time from the 1972 photo.
Appeal numbers A-3-PSB-02-063, A-3-PSB-02-064 and A-3-PSB-02-065. The Commission found that all three
appeals raised substantial LCP conformance issues on September 11, 2002. The proposed project applications
were later withdrawn, and thus the Commission did not take any de novo action on the projects.
Lots 1, 2, and 3 are owned by ALFAM Ltd.
Lot 4 is owned by Addie Street Land Group.
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area, which is used by occupants of the vacation rental house, is also located on lot 5, which is
otherwise sandy substrate covered by riparian and ruderal vegetation, including iceplant.
Just inland of lot 5, lot 6 includes the compacted ramp down from Addie Street to the parking
area on lot 5, and this lot shares the same substrate and vegetation characteristics as lot 5. Lot 7
also shares these same characteristics, but it is completely covered with vegetation and otherwise
undeveloped. 6 The Commission’s legal division reviewed the history of the Applicants’ lot (lot
5) to determine if it is a separate legal lot, and concluded that it is. The owner of lot 4 holds a
revocable easement 7 for the use of a portion of lot 5 that accounts for the current parking use as
well as the house encroachment across the property line. The easement would be revoked as part
of the proposed project such that the owner and occupants of lot 4 would no longer have a right
to use lot 5 for any purpose. 8
The Applicants’ lot, lot 5, is a 4,500 square-foot lot located on backbeach dunes, approximately
30 feet from the current edge of flow of Pismo Creek and about 2 feet above the Creek elevation.
The lot is separated from the Addie Street sidewalk by a low bluff, approximately 5 feet high,
covered by iceplant. Thus, the site is located within the upland portion of the backbeach dunes
where they transition to Creek/Estuary, and it exhibits characteristics of both dune and riparian
habitat. It also includes a compacted area and a portion of the adjacent house on piles. See
Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4 for location maps and photos, including historic photos going back to
1961.

B. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Applicants propose to construct a 3,651 square-foot two-story duplex (i.e., two residential
units within one structure). The duplex would include two 2-car garages ((akin to a single fourcar garage) and a 749 square-foot vacation rental residential unit on the lower level, and a 1,969
square-foot private residential unit on the upper level. Access from Addie Street to the elevated
garage and the two residential units would be via a bridge partially on the City’s right-of-way
and partially on the site. 9 The entire structure, including the two residential units, the two
garages, and the bridge, would be elevated on piles approximately eight feet above the existing
grade at the site, 10 and about three feet above the grade of Addie Street, and it would be 33.5 feet
high as measured from site grade. Thus, the structure would extend nearly 30 feet above the
Addie Street elevation. The piles would be steel-pipe with a minimum diameter of 14 inches that

6
7
8

9

10

Lots 6 and 7 are owned by ATSCO Ltd.
The easement may be revoked by the owner of lot 5 at any time.
The owner of lot 5 is also the owner of the hotel that is located just upcoast of the public parking lot on the other
side of Addie Street from this area, and has indicated that users of the vacation rental house on lot 5 would park
in the hotel facility and walk to the site.
The Addie Street sidewalk is about 15 feet from the actual edge of the right of way, and thus the sandy bluff area
topped by iceplant that extends down to the compacted parking area on the site is in the Addie Street right-ofway.
The Applicant had initially proposed to elevate the structure so that the finished floor elevation would be
approximately seven feet above existing site grade. However, although this elevation was approved by the City,
the Applicant has since proposed to raise the structure by an additional foot to better address flooding hazards.
Therefore, the 8-foot elevation is what is proposed. Elevations otherwise identified are in relation to the 8-foot
elevation.
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would be driven 40 to 50 feet into the ground. 11 It is not clear from the project materials exactly
how many piles would be required and are proposed to support the structure. 12 However, adding
together all of the piles shown in the proposed elevations and assuming piles would be evenly
distributed underneath the structure to support it, it appears that at least 24 piles are proposed
(see project plans in Exhibit 5). 13 The structure would be designed so that it could be elevated
further in the future 14 in the event that future sea level rise leads to higher than expected flood
elevations. 15 In addition, a wrought iron and pillar fence would be constructed along the Addie
Street frontage. The project also includes removal of invasive vegetation and installation of
landscaping.
Finally, the project includes demolition and removal of development associated with the
neighboring vacation rental house on piles. As described above, the owner of lot 4, which
contains the vacation rental house, holds an easement for existing development on lot 5, the
subject lot, which can be revoked by the owner of lot 5 at any time. Initially, the proposed
project did not include the changes to the existing vacation rental development that would be
required before the development of lot 5 could occur, but the City incorporated this into the
project because it is needed before the proposed project could be moved forward. However,
although the owner of lot 4 has consented to the project, including removal of a portion of the
vacation rental unit on lot 4, only very limited information about this portion of the proposal has
been provided. A simple site plan shows the proposed plan for demolition (see Exhibit 5). It
shows that the downcoast corner of that house and its stairway access that extend across the
property line would be cut back approximately 11 feet so that the side of the existing house
would be about 10 feet from the side of the proposed duplex structure. This would require
significant changes to the existing development, including relocation of one pile, installation of
additional support beams, and replacement and reconstruction of the walls, roof and interior,
resulting in the loss of an existing staircase and entry way, as well as loss of approximately 180
square feet of living space, including portions of a living room, bedroom and bathroom. In
addition, the project would result in the loss of the parking area for the existing vacation rental
house, but there is currently no proposal to remove the compacted parking area from lot 4 or
from lot 6, which contains the driveway entrance.
See proposed project plans and visual simulations (including photos of project staking) in
Exhibit 5.

C. HAZARDS
The LCP requires new development to avoid and minimize risks due to hazards and it requires
11

12

13

14

15

The Applicant also originally proposed to install chain link fencing around the perimeter of the piles, but the City
conditioned the project to remove the chain link fencing, and the Applicant has since indicated that it is no longer
proposed. Thus, although this chain link fencing around the piles is shown in the project plans in Exhibit 5, it is
not part of the currently proposed project.
The project materials don’t show the total number of piles, and don’t otherwise describe how many would be
needed.
And potentially more, including if the geotechnical engineering requirements dictate narrower spans than are
identified in the elevation views provided (see Exhibit 5).
The structure has been designed to allow it to be elevated further into the air as a unit so that additional extension
piles could be added.
Any such future elevation would be subject to separate CDP processes.
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new development to ensure that it will not result in increased hazards. LCP Policy S-2 states:
S-2: New development. New development within the City’s jurisdiction shall be designed
to withstand natural and man-made hazards to acceptable levels of risk by: … (c)
Evaluating new development, particularly industrial, commercial or utility development,
to ensure that construction or operation of the project will not cause hazardous
conditions at an unacceptable level of risk; (d) Requiring new development to avoid
portions of sites with high hazard levels.
The LCP also specifically addresses the risks due to bluff hazards. It defines bluffs and blufftops,
it prohibits most new development on bluff faces, it requires adequate setbacks from bluffs, and
it addresses the need to ensure long-term stability and structural integrity and avoid landformaltering devices. The LCP also restricts the development of permanent structures on the beach,
prohibits new development that would require shoreline protection now or in the future, and
provides criteria and standards for the development of shoreline structures, including groins,
piers, breakwaters and other similar structures that serve to protect development. Relevant LCP
policies include:
IP Chapter 17.006 Definitions. … 17.006.0155 Bluff (Ocean): A bank or cliff rising
from the beach or coastline. … 17.006.0165 Bluff Top (Ocean): The point at which the
slope of the bluff begins to change from near horizontal to more vertical.
S-3: Bluff Set-Backs. All structures shall be set back a safe distance from the top of the
bluff in order to retain the structures for a minimum of 100 years, and to neither create
nor contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability or destruction of the site or
require construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural
landforms along bluffs and cliffs.
The City shall determine the required setback based on the following criteria: (a) For
development on single family residential lots subdivided prior to January 23, 1981, the
minimum bluff setback shall be 25 feet from the top of the bluff (blufftop is defined as the
point at which the slope begins to change from near horizontal to more vertical). A
geological investigation may be required at the discretion of the City Engineer, and a
greater setback may be applied as the geologic study would warrant; (b) For all other
development, a geologic study shall be required for any development proposed.
S-4: Blufftop Guidelines/Geologic Studies. Site specific geological reports shall
incorporate the information requirements contained in the State Coastal Commission’s
guidelines for Geological Stability of Blufftop Development, as adopted May 3, 1977 and
updated on December 16, 1981. This guideline is included in the Appendix. The report
shall consider, describe and analyze the following: (1) A site specific erosion control
plan to assure that the development would not contribute to the erosion or failure of any
bluff face shall be prepared by a licensed engineer qualified in hydrology and soil
mechanics for all bluff top development; (2) Cliff geometry and site topography,
extending the surveying work beyond the site as needed to depict unusual geomorphic
conditions that might affect the site; (3) Historic, current and foreseeable cliff erosion,
including investigation of recorded land surveys and tax assessment records in addition
to the use of historic maps and photographs where available and possible changes in
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shore configuration and sand transport; (4) Geologic conditions, including soil, sediment
and rock types and characteristics in addition to structural features, such as bedding,
joints and faults; (5) Evidence of past or potential landslide conditions, the implications
of such conditions for the proposed development and the potential effects of the
development on landslide activity; (6) Impact of construction activity on the stability of
the site and adjacent area; (7) Ground and surface conditions and variations, including
hydrologic changes caused by the development (i.e., introduction of irrigation water to
the ground water system; alterations in surface drainage); (8) Potential erodability of the
site and mitigating measures to be used to ensure minimized erosion problems during
and after construction (i.e., landscaping and drainage design); (9) Effects of marine
erosion on seacliffs; (10) Potential effects of seismic forces resulting from a maximum
credible earthquake, and; (11) Any other factors that might affect slope stability.
S-5: Development on Bluff Face. No additional development shall be permitted on any
bluff face, except engineered staircase or accessways to provide public beach access, and
pipelines for scientific research or coastal dependent industry. Drainpipes shall be
allowed only where no other less environmentally damaging drain system is feasible and
the drainpipes are designed and placed to minimize impacts to the bluff face, toe and
beach. Drainage devices extending over the bluff face shall not be permitted if the
property can be drained away from the bluff face, toe and beach.
S-7: Hazards Overlay Zone. Areas where blufftop hazards exist shall be included within
and subject to the requirements of the Hazards Overlay Zone.
17.078.060 Shoreline protection criteria and standards.
A. No permanent above ground structures shall be permitted on the dry sandy beach
except facilities necessary for public health and safety, such as, but not limited to
lifeguard towers and the pier.
…
E. New development shall not be permitted where it is determined that shoreline
protection will be necessary for protection of the new structures now or in the future
based on a one hundred year geologic projection.
F. Shoreline structures, including groins, piers, breakwaters, pipelines, outfalls or
similar structures which serve to protect existing structures, or serve coastal
dependent uses and that may alter natural shoreline processes shall not be permitted
unless the city has determined that when designed and sited, the project will:
1. Eliminate or mitigate impacts on local shoreline sand supply;
2. Provide lateral beach access;
3. Avoid significant rocky points and intertidal or subtidal areas; and
4. Enhance public recreational opportunities.
G. No additional development shall be permitted on any bluff face, except engineered
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staircases or accessways to provide public beach access, and pipelines for scientific
research or coastal dependent industry. Drainpipes shall be allowed only where no
other less environmentally damaging drain system is feasible and the drainpipes are
designed and placed to minimize impacts to the bluff face, toe and beach.
…
The LCP also addresses hazards due to flooding, restricting development in the flood plain and
prohibiting new development that in any way obstructs floodwaters or contributes to flooding.
Relevant policies state:
S-8: Flood Plain Zoning. Areas subject to flooding shall be mapped within and subject
to the requirements of the Flood Plain Overlay zone.
S-9: Restrictions on Development Within the 100-Year Flood Plain. (1) No habitable
structure shall be approved for construction within the area of the 100-year flood plain
unless the applicant demonstrates that the finished floor elevations are at least one foot
above the projected elevation of the 100-year flood, except as allowed by FEMA
regulations; (2) No new fill, structure, or other obstruction shall be permitted to be
placed or constructed within a floodway unless a detailed hydrologic study has been
prepared and approved by the City Engineer ensuring that the proposed project will not
obstruct, in any way, passing floodwaters; (3) No new development shall be allowed in
the 100-year flood plain which will contribute to or increase flood hazards on the same
or other properties or which would require construction of flood control devices; (4) Any
application for development on a parcel any portion of which is within the boundary of
the 100-year flood plain shall be required to submit a hydrological engineer’s report
which assesses the nature of the flood risks, identifies the boundary of the 100-year flood
plain and specifies the protective measures that should be undertaken to attain
compliance with the city’s flood plain zoning and with FEMA regulations.
Analysis
Geotechnical Reports
The City did not require the Applicants to prepare a full site-specific geotechnical analysis prior
to its approval of the project. Therefore, after the project was appealed to the Commission, staff
worked with the Applicants and the Applicants’ engineer to ensure adequate reports were
prepared to allow the Commission to have the information necessary to act on the project, as
required by the City’s LCP. In addition to the information included in the City’s CDP record for
the project, the Applicants have since provided a geotechnical engineering report prepared by
Earth Systems Pacific, dated April 19, 2011. Earth Systems Pacific also prepared a response to
Commission staff’s comments, dated March 29, 2011. This response provided an updated 100year flood elevation, and evaluated the site’s beach erosion and tsunami hazards.
Site Characteristics
As previously described, the project site is located in an area subject to a combination of coastal
hazards due to its backbeach location on dunes in a floodplain at the mouth of a major river. The
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site is about 2 feet above Pismo Creek at an elevation of +7 feet NGVD 16 and is separated from
the paved portion and sidewalk of Addie Street by a coastal bluff in the City right-of way that is
approximately five feet high.
The Applicants’ 2011 geotechnical reports describe anticipated 100-year flood elevations at the
site over the next 100 years using an estimated sea level rise of 42 inches, or 3.5 feet, over that
time frame, citing the State of California Sea-Level Rise Interim Guidance Document. 17 This
estimate is at the lower end of guidance provided in that document, which ranges from 40 to 55
inches (or approximately 3.3 feet to 4.6 feet). The Commission has typically focused on the
higher range when planning for such hazards so as to err on the more conservative side. In any
case, based on this lower-range estimate, the Applicants’ 2011 reports indicate that the 100-year
flood elevation at this site is +12.24 feet NGVD, which is just above the elevation of Addie
Street. The Applicants’ reports also indicate, again based on the lower-range sea level rise
estimate, that the 100-year stillwater elevation, 18 based on 3.5 feet of sea level rise, is +8.14 feet
NGVD, meaning that the site will be under water during stillwater conditions (i.e., the site is
currently at +7 feet NGVD). Therefore, even based on the lower-end sea level estimate, the
Applicants’ reports indicate that the site will be inundated with flooding and storm surges, and
will be inundated more frequently in the future.
The Applicants’ geotechnical reports also provide the subsurface profile for the site. The site
consists of sand to a depth of 13 to 19 feet. Below the sand is a layer of clay that extends to a
depth of about 28 feet. Between 28 feet and 50 feet, there is another layer of sand, and below 50
feet, additional clay soils were encountered. No bedrock was found, and subsurface water was
encountered at a depth of 5 feet.
Clearly, the site is part of an actively changing shoreline. Although the Applicants’ shoreline
erosion analysis determined that the shoreline near the site appears to be in near-equilibrium
state, it only considered the past 46 years of shoreline changes, and did not consider future
expected changes, including due to expected sea level rise. Changes due to sea level rise may be
especially significant at this site due to its location in sand dunes that are more prone to shifting
and are more easily altered by storms than harder substrates, as well as its extremely low
elevation and close proximity to the estuary. As such, it is reasonable to predict that the estuary
may migrate or widen in the future and that the beach dunes could be reconfigured by coastal
flooding, storms, and related processes so that the site could be even more regularly inundated
with water.

16

17

18

The Sea Level Datum of 1929 was the vertical control datum established for vertical control surveying in the
United States of America by the General Adjustment of 1929. The datum was used to measure elevation
(altitude) above, and depression (depth) below, mean sea level (MSL). It was renamed the National Geodetic
Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29) in 1973. The NGVD 29 was subsequently replaced by the North American
Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) based upon the General Adjustment of the North American Datum of 1988.
Thus, +7 feet NGVD is approximately 7 feet above mean sea level.
Coastal and Ocean Working Group of the California Climate Action Team, State of California Sea-Level Rise
Interim Guidance Document, October 2010.
The design stillwater level in the analysis is the maximum stillwater level under typical 100-year recurrence
conditions. Stillwater level is dependent upon several factors, including tide, storm surge, wind set up, inverse
barometer, and climatic events (i.e., El Niño and La Niña).
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Flooding
The project site is located in the floodplain in an area that is highly susceptible to flooding (see,
for example, the photos in Exhibit 4). Although the LCP indicates that new development be
avoided in high hazard areas like this (LCP Policy S-2), it also allows for such development in
floodplain hazard areas if sited and designed appropriately to address such hazards (including
through elevation above expected flood levels, no obstruction to floodwaters, etc.). The
Applicants have attempted to address the site’s flooding hazards by proposing a structure that is
raised to an elevation of +15 feet NGVD (and 8 feet above existing grade) on at least 24 piles. 19
To access the pile-borne structure, a bridge would extend from Addie Street (at elevation +12
feet NGVD) rising up three feet to the elevation of the base elevation of the garage and duplex
structure. This bridge would contain the utility infrastructure for the project, including water and
sewer lines.
Thus, although the bottom of the floor of the duplex/garage part of the structure would be at
about +14 feet NGVD and just higher (1.25 feet) than the Applicants’ estimated 100-year flood
elevation of +12.24 feet NGVD (and the finished floor at least 1-foot above this level as required
by LCP Policy S-9), the bridge and utilities would be lower than the 100-year flood elevation,
and would not meet the flood elevation requirements of LCP Policy S-9. In addition, a 100-year
flood at the Applicants’ estimated elevation would intersect with the bridge and utilities,
obstructing floodwaters and potentially washing the bridge/utility structure out and leading to
other impacts (e.g., gas or sewage leak, materials strewn on the public street and/or beach, lack
of access to garage/living space, damage to pile-borne structure where connected to bridge, etc.)
that would adversely affect coastal resources (including habitat and public recreational access
resources). Further, as described above, the Applicants used a lower-end sea level rise estimate.
If a more conservative estimate were used, the 100-year flood elevation would be approximately
one foot higher, or +13.24 feet NGVD, only several inches below the bottom of the floor of the
duplex/garage part of the proposed structure, exacerbating flooding impacts, including those
described above.
To address the potential for additional future sea level rise, the proposed project has been
designed so that it can be elevated even higher above the flood plain. Although this option would
help address the flooding risks to the pile-borne garage/duplex part of the structure itself, it
would create additional complications for the bridge and utilities because its slope and distance
from the street would increase. It is not even clear if a satisfactory access could be provided in
such scenario. In addition, additional elevation creates other problems with the development,
including additional public viewshed impacts (see also Visual Resources section below).
Finally, for both lower-end and more conservative estimates for sea level rise and related issues,
the proposed project raises other floodway issues by virtue of the fact that it would introduce a
series of 24 or more exposed piles in the floodplain. The LCP prohibits projects that include
components, like this, that will “obstruct, in any way, passing floodwaters” (LCP Policy S-9).
Thus, the LCP identifies a high bar that must be met for proposed projects in the 100-year
floodplain. In this case, the proposed piles would be expected to obstruct passing floodwaters,
and contribute to exacerbated flood hazards, both by their own surface area and by trapping
19

As stated in the project description, it is not clear from the project materials how many piles are required to
support the proposed structure, but it appears from the project plans that at least 24 are proposed. More or less
piles may be required depending on geotechnical engineering requirements.
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debris, including objects such as tree trunks traveling downstream, causing debris jams and
impacting the flow of water at and around the site. If even more piles were ultimately required
for stability, this impact would be exacerbated. This is inconsistent with the requirements of LCP
Policy S-9.
In short, the proposed project is located in the 100-year floodplain and it does not meet the
LCP’s minimum requirements for addressing this constraint, even based on the lower end sea
level rise estimate used in the Applicants’ geotechnical report. At higher and more conservative
sea level rise estimates, such as are generally used by the Commission, such LCP inconsistencies
only increase in number and magnitude. The project includes finished floor components, such as
the driveway and utilities, sited below the 100-year flood elevation and includes additional
components, such as the piles, that would be expected to further obstruct floodwaters. The
project is therefore inconsistent with the LCP’s flooding hazard policies.
Shoreline Development
The proposed project is located at the base of the short bluff fronting Addie Street. 20 The LCP
includes numerous policies directed at this shoreline interface, including policies limiting
allowable development on the beach and bluff, requiring siting and design to provide 100 years
of stability, and prohibiting certain types of shoreline structures (LCP Policies S-3 and S-5, and
Section 17.078.060). The proposed project cannot meet these LCP requirements.
First, the LCP prohibits all structures on dry sandy beach areas except for those necessary for
public health and safety (such as lifeguard towards) (LCP Section 17.078.060(A)). As described
above, the site is in the backbeach dune area between Addie Street and Pismo Creek. Although it
has been compacted in part by vehicular access and parking for the adjacent existing vacation
rental, the site is still a backbeach site, and is characterized by sandy soils overlain by vegetation
know to colonize sand; in this case iceplant. In fact, as indicated by the Applicants’ boring
profile described above, the site consists of sand to a depth of 13 to 19 feet. The proposed
residential structure, including its piles, is not allowed on the dry sandy beach. Thus, the
proposed project is inconsistent with LCP Section 17.078.060(A).
Second, the LCP allows very limited development on the bluff face itself (i.e., public beach
staircases/accessways; research or coastal dependent pipelines; and drainpipes in limited
circumstances), none of which is residential development (LCP Policy S-5 and Section
17.078.060(G)). The proposed project includes the aforementioned bridge and utilities, as well as
driveway columns, a metal rolling entry gate, and related development, that would be
constructed on top of the bluff face, when this is not allowed by the LCP. Thus, the proposed
project is inconsistent with LCP Policy S-5 and Section 17.078.060(G).

20

This sloped area is a bank rising up from the backbeach elevation to Addie Street (or, put the other way around,
sloping down from Addie Street to the backbeach elevation) at the coastline interface between the backbeach
dunes and inland development (namely Addie Street itself), and thus it meets the LCP’s bluff definition (LCP
Section 17.006.0155). As such, this also means that the site itself technically meets the LCP’s “bluff top”
definition (because it is at “the point at which the slope of the bluff begins to change from near horizontal to more
vertical” (LCP Section 17.006.0165)). However, it is clear that the LCP does not envision the backbeach area
(such as this site) to be considered a bluff top, rather it envisions blufftops to be the area above the backbeach
area. Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, Addie Street (i.e., the actual paved street and sidewalk) are atop the
bluff, and the site is at the base of the bluff.
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Third, the LCP requires residential development to be set back from bluff edges a sufficient
distance as to be safe for at least 100 years, and generally requires a minimum setback of at least
25 feet to meet this requirement for residential development (LCP Policy S-3). Clearly, the intent
of this policy is to avoid shoreline hazards (erosion, bluff retreat, flooding, etc.) by siting new
development away from the shoreline hazards and far enough back from bluff edges as to be safe
for 100 years. As such, the LCP does not even contemplate development on the backbeach at the
base of the bluffs, as this area is within the shoreline hazard area that is being avoided through
application of such setback policies. Or, put another way, the LCP does not allow development
seaward of the required setback. The 100-year (or 25-foot) minimum setback, applied to this
case, would extend inland of Addie Street and the public parking lot. Because the proposed
project is not sited inland of the required bluff setback, it is inconsistent with LCP Policy S-3.
Fourth, the LCP prohibits development that would require shoreline protection now or within the
next 100 years (LCP Section 17.078.060(E)). Typical forms of residential development and
construction would place the proposed duplex and related development at or near existing grade.
However, at this location, such siting would place the development in significant danger from
shoreline hazards (including coastal flooding, episodic and long-term shoreline retreat and
coastal erosion, high seas, ocean waves, storms, tsunami, landslides, earthquakes, bluff and
geologic instability, and the interaction of these elements). To address this shoreline hazard
problem, the Applicants propose to raise the residential portion of the structure on deep steel
piles, creating a pier structure, to protect it from such dangers. Thus, the piles act as protection
against shoreline hazards. 21 Because the LCP defines piers and similar structures as shoreline
protection, as discussed in more detail below, and because the proposed project requires such
shoreline protection, it is inconsistent with LCP Section 17.078.060(E). 22
Fifth, the LCP limits allowable shoreline protective structures to those that protect existing
structures or serve coastal dependent uses, and only subject to exacting shoreline access and
landform protection criteria (LCP Policy S-3 and LCP Section 17.078.060(F)). IP Section
17.078.060(F) explicitly identifies piers among other shoreline structures that are subject to this
criteria. These limitations emanate from similar Coastal Act requirements related to shoreline
protection, and are meant to limit allowable protection projects because this type of development
can have a variety of negative impacts on coastal resources, including adverse effects on sand
supply, public access, coastal views, natural landforms, and overall shoreline beach dynamics,
both on and off site, ultimately resulting in the loss of beach. The piles proposed to be placed
directly in the shoreline environment at this location are intended to protect the proposed project
from shoreline hazards, and they will both alter shoreline processes (including as described in
terms of their effect on flooding, and the way in which they will block and alter nature sand and
shoreline dynamics), and substantially alter the natural landform (as described earlier). Because
21

22

Not unlike the way a seawall proposed at the same time as a residence could be proposed to be used in place of a
setback.
In addition, the setback provisions of LCP Policy S-3 that are not met by the proposed project (as discussed in the
preceding paragraph) are required in part to avoid the construction of protective devices that would substantially
alter natural landforms along bluffs. The piers in this case, and also the proposed project as a whole (including
the duplex/garages above grade, and the bridge on top of the bluff and connecting to Addie Street) would
substantially alter the natural landform at this site. The landform would not be able to adjust naturally to the
dynamic processes playing out at this transition from backbeach dune to creek estuary, and instead would be
unnaturally altered for as long as the development was in place at this location. As a result, the proposed project
is inconsistent in this respect with LCP Policy S-3 as well.
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the piles are not intended to protect an existing structure or to serve a coastal dependent use, they
are categorically prohibited by the LCP. Even if they were allowed, the project does not meet the
other LCP criteria that would also be required in order to allow them; namely it does not include
components to eliminate or mitigate shoreline sand supply impacts, it does not provide lateral
access, and it does not enhance public recreational opportunities (LCP Sections 17.078.060(F)(14)). Thus, the proposed project is inconsistent with LCP Policy S-3 and LCP Section
17.078.060(F).
In short, the project proposes LCP-prohibited development on the dry sandy beach and on the
bluff face, proposes LCP-prohibited shoreline protection and structures, and proposes
development that cannot meet LCP shoreline hazard setback requirements. The project is
inconsistent with the LCP’s shoreline development policies as cited in this finding.
Conclusion
The proposed project is located at the backbeach dune area where it transitions to creek/estuary
habitat in an area subject to significant shoreline hazards (including coastal flooding, episodic
and long-term shoreline retreat and coastal erosion, high seas, ocean waves, storms, tsunami,
landslides, earthquakes, bluff and geologic instability, and the interaction of same). The proposed
project is inconsistent with the LCP’s shoreline development and flooding policies, and as
designed, cannot be approved consistent with the LCP.

D. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
The LCP includes strong protections for the City’s biological resources. Selected principles from
the LCP’s Conservation and Open Space element state:
Principle 2: Natural Resources--Key Foundation of the City
Pismo Beach is the ocean, beaches, hills, weather and related ecosystems. Conservation
and protection of these resources shall be the key focus of the General Plan. The unique
geographical character of Pismo Beach is recognized as the foundation for all other
aspects of the community. These physiographic characteristics enhance the quality of life
of residents and visitors and shall not be wasted, destroyed, or neglected. They are
generally nonrenewable and provide many of the scenic, historic, economic, recreation,
open space and ecological values for the community.
Principle 3: Resources and Open Space Belong to Everyone
Pismo Beach is an integral part of the larger California coastal community, linked by
shared resources that are prized by the state, national and even international community.
Congenial and cooperative use of these resources by both residents and visitors is
recognized. Solutions for cooperative use shall always be based on retaining the area’s
fragile charm and resources.
Principle 6: The Big Three
The three primary resources and open space for Pismo Beach are: (1) The Ocean--A
Resource For Everyone. The ocean, coastal cliffs, and shoreline resources are vital to
Pismo Beach for their wildlife habitat, recreational use, open space, scenic value and the
city's overall economy. These natural assets will be protected and made available to all.
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…
In addition, the LCP defines ESHA broadly and requires it to be preserved and protected within
the intent of the Coastal Act’s biological resource protection policies. It defines ESHA as
follows:
17.006.0435 Environmentally Sensitive Habitat: Those identifiable resources within the
Coastal Zone which, due to their sensitivity or public value must be protected or
preserved within the intent of Section 30230, 30231, 30233, 30236 and 30240 of the
Coastal Act. Also, see Sensitive Coastal Resources Areas.
17.006.0895 Sensitive Coastal Resource Areas: Those identifiable and geographically
bounded land and water areas within the coastal zone of vital interest and sensitivity,
including: (1) Special marine and land habitat areas, wetlands, lagoons, and estuaries as
mapped and designed in the General Plan/Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan…
The relevant cross-referenced Coastal Act policies state:
Section 30230: Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and, where feasible,
restored. Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or
economic significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a manner
that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that will maintain
healthy populations of all species of marine organisms adequate for long-term
commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.
Section 30231: The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams,
wetlands, estuaries, and lakes appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine
organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where
feasible, restored through, among other means, minimizing adverse effects of waste water
discharges and entrainment, controlling runoff, preventing depletion of ground water
supplies and substantial interference with surface waterflow, encouraging waste water
reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian habitats,
and minimizing alteration of natural streams.
Section 30233: (a) The diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters, wetlands,
estuaries, and lakes shall be permitted in accordance with other applicable provisions of
this division, where there is no feasible less environmentally damaging alternative, and
where feasible mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse
environmental effects, and shall be limited to the following:
(1) New or expanded port, energy, and coastal-dependent industrial facilities, including
commercial fishing facilities.
(2) Maintaining existing, or restoring previously dredged, depths in existing navigational
channels, turning basins, vessel berthing and mooring areas, and boat launching ramps.
(3) In open coastal waters, other than wetlands, including streams, estuaries, and lakes,
new or expanded boating facilities and the placement of structural pilings for public
recreational piers that provide public access and recreational opportunities.
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(4) Incidental public service purposes, including, but not limited to, burying cables and
pipes or inspection of piers and maintenance of existing intake and outfall lines.
(5) Mineral extraction, including sand for restoring beaches, except in environmentally
sensitive areas.
(6) Restoration purposes.
(7) Nature study, aquaculture, or similar resource-dependent activities.
…
(c) In addition to the other provisions of this section, diking, filling, or dredging in
existing estuaries and wetlands shall maintain or enhance the functional capacity of the
wetland or estuary. Any alteration of coastal wetlands identified by the Department of
Fish and Game, including, but not limited to, the 19 coastal wetlands identified in its
report entitled, "Acquisition Priorities for the Coastal Wetlands of California", shall be
limited to very minor incidental public facilities, restorative measures, nature study,
commercial fishing facilities in Bodega Bay, and development in already developed parts
of south San Diego Bay, if otherwise in accordance with this division.
…
(d) Erosion control and flood control facilities constructed on watercourses can impede
the movement of sediment and nutrients that would otherwise be carried by storm runoff
into coastal waters. To facilitate the continued delivery of these sediments to the littoral
zone, whenever feasible, the material removed from these facilities may be placed at
appropriate points on the shoreline in accordance with other applicable provisions of
this division, where feasible mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse
environmental effects. Aspects that shall be considered before issuing a coastal
development permit for these purposes are the method of placement, time of year of
placement, and sensitivity of the placement area.
Section 30236: Channelizations, dams, or other substantial alterations of rivers and
streams shall incorporate the best mitigation measures feasible, and be limited to (1)
necessary water supply projects, (2) flood control projects where no other method for
protecting existing structures in the flood plain is feasible and where such protection is
necessary for public safety or to protect existing development, or (3) developments where
the primary function is the improvement of fish and wildlife habitat.
Section 30240: (a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against
any significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources
shall be allowed within those areas; (b) Development in areas adjacent to
environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks and recreation areas shall be sited and
designed to prevent impacts which would significantly degrade those areas, and shall be
compatible with the continuance of those habitat and recreation areas.
Finally, the LCP specifically requires the protection of Pismo Creek and the riparian areas
around Pismo Creek. The LCP requires a minimum setback of at least 25 feet from the inland
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extent of these habitat areas.
CO-14: Riparian Habitat. Riparian habitat is the environment associated with lands
adjacent to freshwater sources – perennial and intermittent streams, estuaries, marshes,
springs, seeps. The habitat is characterized by plant and animal communities that require
high soil moisture in excess of that available from precipitation. Among the major plants
associated with riparian habitat in the Pismo Beach area are sycamore, cottonwood,
willow and occasionally oak. Large riparian areas occur along the banks of Pismo
Creek, Meadow Creek and Pismo Marsh, although smaller areas can be found in the
planning area. It is the policy of the City to preserve riparian habitat under the following
conditions: (1) As part of discretionary planning permits, a biotic resources management
plan shall be required; (2) The biotic resources management plan shall include standards
for project development which will avoid habitat disturbance; (3) The standards specified
in the biotic resource management plan shall be utilized to determine the extent of
development. The minimum standards that may be specified in the biotic plan for the
preservation of habitat shall include: … No significant disruption of riparian vegetation
will be permitted. In addition, a minimum riparian buffer area shall be identified for each
riparian habitat area at the time of development review. Except as specified in Policy
CO-21 for Pismo Creek and policy CO-23 for Pismo Marsh, the minimum width of the
buffer area shall be as identified by the biotic resources management plan and generally
not less than 25 feet. Development standards for the minor riparian habitat areas and
their respective buffer areas shall be the same as provided in Policy CO-21 with respect
to kinds and locations of allowable uses.
CO-21: Pismo Creek Protection. Pismo Creek shall be retained in its natural state and
protected from significant alterations. The following measures shall be employed to
accomplish this intent:
(a) Streamside Protection Zone. There shall be a minimum streamside protection zone to
conserve the environmentally sensitive habitats of the creek. This buffer zone shall be
measured from the outer edge of the riparian vegetation or where there is no riparian
vegetation, from the top of the creek bank. The minimum width for the buffer shall be as
follows: West Bank – 100 feet/Cypress northward to City limits; 25 feet/Cypress to the
ocean; East Bank – 100 feet/U.S. 101 northward to City limits; 50 feet/U.S. 101 to
Dolliver Street; 25 feet/Dolliver to the ocean. A lesser buffer may be permitted if: 1) the
minimum widths set forth above would render a parcel inaccessible or unusable for the
purpose designated in the land-use plan; or 2) there is a showing by an applicant
through the resource assessment study identified in item ‘h’ that a lesser buffer will not
result in loss of, or adverse effects on, streamside vegetation or the biotic quality of the
stream. Alternative mitigations shall be required where lesser buffers are authorized. No
new construction or vegetation removal, except for normal maintenance, shall be allowed
in the buffer zone with the exception of public roadways or bridges identified in the
Circulation Element, paths, trails, fences, flood control structures, and other similar
structures deemed not to adversely affect the creek.
(b): Open Space. The sandspit and channel where Pismo Creek enters the ocean and
those portions of parcels located within the creek channel shall remain as open space
and no structures or fill shall be permitted thereon.
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(c): Conservation Dedication. Any new development shall be required to dedicate as a
condition of any discretionary approval, an easement for the protection of the streamside
area consisting of 25 feet or more from the top of the creek bank. In addition, new
development shall provide access amenities adjacent to the creek for the city to use as a
greenbelt and/or recreation corridor.
…
(h): Resource Protection Plan. A Resource Assessment and Protection Plan shall be
required and approved concurrent with city action on projects located on parcels which
have a portion within the streamside protection zone. The plan shall include appropriate
measures to protect the creeks biological and visual aspects.
CO-31: Grading and Drainage Regulations. …(b) Development shall be designed to fit
or complement the site topography, soils, geology, and any other existing conditions and
be oriented to minimize the extent of grading and other site preparation…
Thus, the LCP includes strong protections for biological resources and ESHA. The principles in
the LCP’s Conservation and Open Space element clearly recognize the importance of natural
resource protection, and explicitly call out beach and shoreline resources and related ecosystems,
including explicitly for open space and wildlife habitat values, for such protection. In addition,
the LCP’s definition of ESHA requires it to be preserved and protected within the intent of
related Coastal Act policies, including Coastal Act Sections 30230, 30231, 30233, 30236 and
30240. These policies require marine and land-based biological resources to be protected, and
call for the strict protection of ESHA. Section 30240 prohibits most development in ESHA, and
requires new development that is adjacent to ESHA to be sited and designed to prevent impacts
to it. Finally, the LCP specifically protects Pismo Creek, including in relation to its riparian
habitat values where “no significant disruption of riparian vegetation will be permitted”. The
LCP requires a minimum 25-foot setback for development adjacent to Pismo Creek as measured
from the outer edge of riparian vegetation. The LCP also prohibits structures and fill on the
sandspit associated with the Creek.
Analysis
Biological Reports
As was the case for the geotechnical reports, at the time of its approval, the City did not have
adequate biological information to rely on in order to analyze the project for consistency with the
LCP. In the time since, the Applicants have had an updated biological report prepared. 23 The
updated biological report includes an analysis of site biological surveys performed between 2008
and 2011.
Site Characteristics
As previously described, the project is located in a transitional area where beach dunes, coastal
salt marsh, riparian vegetation, and the Pismo Creek Estuary all come together (again, see photos
in Exhibits 2 and 3). This area contains four sensitive plant communities, including pioneer
dune and beach community, estuarine community, freshwater marsh and coastal salt marsh, as
23

Sage Institute, Inc., Wetland Determination & Biological Assessment for Koligian Residence at 140 Addie
Street, March 25, 2011.
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well as related wildlife habitats, including riverine, fresh water emergent wetland, estuarine
wetland, pioneer coastal dune and marine. These habitats are relied on by many sensitive species,
including: California Tiger Salamander, Coast Range California Newt, California Red-Legged
Frog, Southwestern Pond Turtle, California Coast Horned Lizard, Silvery Legless Lizard,
Common Loon, Clark’s Grebe, Western Grebe, California Brown Pelican, Double-Crested
Cormorant, Great Egret, Great Blue Heron, Snowy Egret, Black-Crowned Night Heron, Osprey,
American Peregrine Falcon, Western Snowy Plover, Long-Billed Curley, California Gull,
California Least Tern, Caspian Tern, Forster’s Tern, Tidewater Goby and Steelhead Trout. 24
Although no sensitive wildlife species have been positively identified on the site, there have been
no protocol level surveys for such species, and therefore, it is not possible to confirm that the site
is not used by sensitive species. Given its location at the estuary/dune interface, it seems likely
that the site is used from time to time by certain sensitive species as part of the larger habitat
mosaic of which the site is a part.
Backbeach dunes dominate the site closest to Addie Street and closest to the ocean, extending
under the adjacent house on piles and through the site. The site generally transitions to riparian
vegetation and Pismo Creek proper as it extends away from Addie Street. It is clear that the
habitat values of the site have been degraded over time, primarily where the compacted vehicular
access/parking area is located in the center of the site (see Exhibits 2 and 3), but also close to
the existing house on piles that extends over the property line. The site also includes significant
areas colonized by weedy and invasive plant species, including primarily ice plant. In addition,
the larger inland and creekside habitats of which this site is a part have seen development that
has both displaced portions and as a whole degraded these habitats (including the inland fourunit condominium project two lots away, and the existing house on piles). Nonetheless, the site
still exhibits dune and transitional riparian habitat characteristics, including being made up of
sand to a depth of 13 to 19 feet, 25 and including being occupied by native riparian vegetation
toward the Creek. 26
California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR, who manages Pismo State Beach at this
location), California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) have all expressed significant concerns about the proposed project. In letters to the
City, dated June 21, 2010 and October 10, 2008, DPR states that the project has the potential to
change the hydraulic function of the estuary, resulting in substantial erosion of nearby dunes and
beach area. In addition, it states that the creek at this location has no defined bank and that the
entire property must be considered as part of the Pismo Creek Estuary (Exhibit 7). After
conducting site visits in 2008, both USFWS and CDFG provided comment letters to the City
expressing similar concerns. In a letter dated October 10, 2008, USFWS indicates concerns about
impacts to habitat for Western Snowy Plovers, Tidewater Goby and California Red-Legged Frog.
They also indicate that on January 31, 2008, the USFWS designated 18 acres of lower Pismo
Creek as critical habitat for the Tidewater Goby. In summarizing their concerns, they state: “We
are concerned the proposed construction activities and removal of the dune community would
negatively affect the hydrology and morphology of the lagoon and shoreline, thereby reducing
the quality and quantity of habitat for the tidewater goby and California red-legged frog as well
as migratory birds” (Exhibit 8). Similarly, in an e-mail sent on October 8, 2008, CDFG states
24
25
26

Id (Revised Initial Study).
Geotechnical Engineering Report for Koligian Duplex, Earth Systems Pacific, April 19, 2011.
Sage Institute, Inc. (March 25, 2011).
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that the project would displace and degrade uplands and potential wetlands used by lagoon
species and indirectly degrade aquatic habitat, including habitat for Tidewater Goby, Steelhead
Trout, Southwestern Pond Turtle, and migratory waterfowl and shorebirds. In addition, they state
that the project footprint is within an area that will likely become part of the main creek channel
in the future (Exhibit 9)
The Applicants’ biological report identifies one group of arroyo willows next to the existing
vacation rental house, and patches of native coastal salt marsh and native dune vegetation in the
southern fringe of the parcel (see Exhibit 6). The report also indicates that the remainder of the
on-site vegetation is largely composed of ice plant, and there are no wetlands meeting LCP
wetland criteria (i.e., which is consistent with Coastal Act criteria as opposed to a three criterion
ACOE model). The report determines that the small group of willows onsite is not riparian
habitat because it is over 100 feet from the bank of the river and is separated from other riparian
vegetation by the driveway and degraded dune habitat. It concludes that the habitat onsite is
degraded, and that the 25-foot buffer (from Pismo Creek habitat that was used by the City in its
approval of the project) is adequate for habitat protection purposes.
After the Applicants’ biologist performed the final site survey in March 2011 and before
Commission staff could visit the site to verify biological report conclusions, the owner of the
existing vacation rental house on piles on lot 4, allegedly graded lots 4, 6 and 7 (the latter two
both just upstream of the site) with a bulldozer, scraping and removing vegetation without
benefit of a CDP. 27 It appears that an area on the Applicants’ lot and adjacent to the compacted
area may also have been directly damaged by the grading, but it is difficult to verify with
certainty. 28 It is also difficult to verify with certainty to what degree more regular manipulation
of this sort may have occurred here to the detriment of habitat values. What is clear, in any case,
is that since March 2011 when the Applicants’ biologist canvassed the site and took photos, and
after the alleged bulldozing episode, significant vegetation growth has occurred on the subject lot
(as well as the neighboring lots). 29
In addition to the riparian area closest to Pismo Creek, the site itself is composed of dunes, albeit
degraded, including both at the compacted area and in the areas covered by invasive iceplant and
other weeds. Coastal sand dunes constitute one of the most geographically constrained habitats in
California. They only form in certain conditions of sand supply and wind energy and direction.
Dunes are a dynamic habitat subject to extremes of physical disturbance, drying, and salt spray
and support a unique suite of plant and animal species adapted to such harsh conditions. Many
characteristic dune species are becoming increasingly uncommon. Even where degraded, the
Coastal Commission has typically found this important and vulnerable habitat to be ESHA due to
the rarity of the physical habitat, and its important ecosystem functions, including that of
supporting sensitive species, both now and in the future, especially as the sands shift and
dormant seed banks emerge over time.

27

28
29

The City is continuing to pursue this alleged activity as a City enforcement matter, and Commission staff has
been coordinating with the City regarding its case.
This area is shown in the photos taken by CDFG several days after the alleged grading.
The change in vegetation can be seen by comparing the current site photos, taken in November 2011, in Exhibit
2, with the site photos taken for the biological report in March 2011, which are included in Exhibit 6.
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ESHA Determination
The Commission’s senior staff ecologist, Dr. John Dixon, reviewed the relevant biological
materials and assessed the project site, and concludes that it meets the LCP’s ESHA definition
(i.e., that it is a rare and special habitat, albeit degraded in part, pursuant to relevant LCP and
Coastal Act policies). He reached this conclusion both because of the importance of dunes in
general, as described above, and because of the dune location and relationship to other
significant habitats on this site and extending offsite, including native coastal salt marsh,
riparian, and estuarine habitats associated with Pismo Creek and the Estuary. As described
above, this determination is consistent with DPR, USFWS and CDFG conclusions for this site as
well.
Therefore, although the habitat on-site is degraded, and the dunes mostly vegetated with ice plant
and other weedy species or compacted, the site is ESHA due to the rarity of dunes and their
importance in the ecosystem, including their relationship to creek-related resources both on and
offsite. As such, the only development allowed on the site consistent with the LCP (LCP Policy
17.006.0435 (which substantively includes Coastal Act Section 30240) and LCP Policy
17.006.0895) is resource-dependent development that will not significantly disrupt habitat
resources. The proposed project cannot meet these LCP requirements.
LCP Consistency
First, the proposed project is a residential project located in ESHA. The proposed residential use
is not a resource-dependent use (including the proposed demolition/reconstruction of the side of
the adjacent house on piles), and cannot be found consistent with LCP Policies 17.006.0435 and
17.006.0895.
Second, the project site is located where Pismo Creek hits the shoreline and ultimately, at times,
enters the Pacific Ocean. This backbeach dune transitional area can be referred to as the sandspit
associated with Pismo Creek. LCP Policy CO-21(b)b requires the sandspit (and the channel) 30
associated with Pismo Creek to “remain as open space and no structures or fill shall be permitted
thereon”. The proposed project would place a residential structure on piers on the sandspit (and
would include the above-described development for the existing house on piles as well, including
the proposed relocation of one of the piles), and thus it cannot be found consistent with LCP
Policy CO-21(b).
Third, the proposed project would disturb onsite habitat by covering 2,267 square feet of the site
with a large residential structure and a bridge set atop at least 24 piles, and it would disturb
habitat off-site, on lot 4, including because at least one existing pile on that site must be
relocated. The area where the piles would be installed would directly displace dune habitat, and
what appears to be riparian habitat (where vegetation has grown back recently). The dune habitat
and any riparian habitat underlying the structure would be almost completely shaded because the
residential structures would be about 8 feet above existing grade, thus blocking sunlight. In
addition, the introduction of typical residential noise, lights, pets, and related elements would be
expected to adversely affect habitat resources, particularly in terms of the effect of such
residential development and activity on wildlife nearby (including leading to mortality from pets,
30

Per the LCP, the channel refers to the area occupied by the normal non-flood flow of the creek (LCP Section
17.006.0245). Accordingly, the channel as it is currently understood per that LCP definition is located off of the
project site, and the channel portion of LCP Policy CO-21(b) is not applicable to this project.
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and harassment due to lights, noise, and activity visible and audible by wildlife receptors
associated with the riparian corridor and the Estuary and the potential introduction of non-native
plants and invasive species through decorative landscaping associated with the duplex). In
addition, development that is too close to the Estuary could draw more domesticated waterfowl
such as coots, tame mallards and domestic ducks into the lagoon area, displacing sensitive wild
birds in the lagoon. Finally, the presence of the residential development also results in a general
impact to the ecological functioning of the habitat communities, including fragmentation of
habitat, and in the case of dunes, these impacts could result in the prevention of sand movement
that is an on-going feature of these dune habitat systems. In short, the project would disturb a
significant amount of habitat on and off the site. LCP Policy CO-14 requires the project to
“avoid habitat disturbance”, and thus the proposed project cannot be found consistent with LCP
Policy CO-14.
Fourth, even if the proposed project were otherwise approvable in light of the above factors, the
LCP requires a minimum 25-foot setback from the edge of riparian vegetation (LCP Policy CO21(a)). The Applicants’ biological report indicates that northern coastal salt marsh habitat is
approximately 25 feet away from the southeastern edge of the proposed development. Although
the LCP calls for a minimum buffer of 25 feet from the edge of riparian vegetation at this
location, that is only a minimum, and the buffer distance prescribed per the LCP is indicated by
habitat sensitivity and the degree to which larger buffers are needed to protect such habitat. For
example, the Commission has typically interpreted Coastal Act Section 30240 as requiring at
least a 100-foot buffer from ESHA as a starting point, which can be adjusted upwards or
downwards depending on the nature of the habitat and its setback needs. In the case of wildlife
habitats, like the Pismo Creek Estuary, appropriate buffers are typically larger, in general, than
for other habitats (e.g., a plant habitat in certain circumstances). Given the sensitive nature of the
Pismo marsh and estuary itself, which contains important habitat for a variety of bird and fish
species, including Tidewater Goby and Steelhead Trout, it is clear that a larger buffer appears
warranted. As proposed, the creek bank is just 37 feet away from the proposed project to the
southeast, and appears even closer than that to the northeast (see Exhibit 6). 31 Similarly, the site
is in and adjacent to a significant beach dune complex which is home to a variety of sensitive
species, including Western Snowy Plovers. 32 To comply with the LCP and related Coastal Act
sections, this habitat would also require a buffer, but none is proposed (as the proposed project is
in the dunes). Thus, even if the proposed project were otherwise approvable, it is inconsistent
with the LCP’s setback and buffer requirements, and cannot be found consistent with LCP
Policies 17.006.0435, 17.006.0895, and CO-21(a) in this respect.
Fifth, even if the proposed project were otherwise approvable in light of the above factors, LCP
Policy CO-21(c) requires that new development include a conservation easement placed over the
area adjacent to the stream where such easement must extend at least 25 feet from the creek
bank, and requires it to include public access amenities adjacent to the creek. As with the above31
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The adjacent landowner did not allow the Applicants’ biologist on site, so the bank edge mapping stops at the
adjacent property. Based on the geomorphology observed, though, it appears that the creek bank meanders more
toward Addie Street near the inland property, and thus the proposed structure would be much closer than 37 feet
from the bank, and likely nearer to 20 feet or so at that point.
In fact, as described in the City’s Mitigated Negative Declaration for the project, a Western Snowy Plover nest
was discovered by California State Parks personnel in 2010, west of the estuary and a few hundred yards south of
the end of Addie Street.
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described LCP required habitat setbacks, the width of the required easement area is a minimum
of 25 feet and might be more depending on the nature, sensitivity and value of the habitat and
related resources. As described above, an easement at this location would undoubtedly be for
more than the minimum distance, and would be designed to at least encompass riparian
vegetation. In terms of the public access component of the LCP requirements, the City has
required trail access along the creek at inland projects (e.g., associated with the inland condo
project and inland of that). This trail is partially developed, and a continuation of it could be
required across these properties for continuity. 33 In any case, the project does not include the
required easement and does not include the required public access improvements and cannot be
found consistent with Policy CO-21(c) on this point.
Conclusion
The proposed project is located in and adjacent to ESHA, with degraded ESHA on the site
transitioning to higher value ESHA off the site, including with respect to the significant habitat
resources associated with the Pismo Creek Estuary. The project proposes development that is
prohibited in ESHA and the sandspit and that would remove ESHA and adversely affect ESHA
not removed, including off-site ESHA, inconsistent with the LCP. Even if the proposed project
were otherwise approvable, it does not meet habitat setback, easement, and public access
requirements. Therefore, the proposed project is inconsistent with the LCP’s biological resource
policies, and cannot be approved consistent with the LCP.

E. VISUAL RESOURCES
The LCP provides a series of principles and objectives for protecting the visual resources of the
City, highlighting the importance of the beaches and other open space shoreline areas, as well as
the small-scale character of the built environment. These principles and objectives call for the
protection of scenic views for the benefit of the public and call for new development to blend
with the existing open space and built environment. Special emphasis is placed on the feeling of
being near the coast. The LCP states:
P-2 Natural Resources--Key Foundation of the City: Pismo Beach is the ocean,
beaches, hills, weather and related ecosystems. Conservation and protection of these
resources shall be the key focus of the General Plan. The unique geographical character
of Pismo Beach is recognized as the foundation for all other aspects of the community.
These physiographic characteristics enhance the quality of life of residents and visitors
and shall not be wasted, destroyed, or neglected. They are generally nonrenewable and
provide many of the scenic, historic, economic, recreation, open space and ecological
values for the community.
P-6 The Big Three: The three primary resources and open space for Pismo Beach are:
The Ocean--A Resource For Everyone: The ocean, coastal cliffs, and shoreline resources
are vital to Pismo Beach for their wildlife habitat, recreational use, open space, scenic
value and the city's overall economy. These natural assets will be protected and made
33

This continuation of the trail would be required by the LCP to be a passive interpretive trail that could be found
consistent with ESHA protection policies.
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available to all.
…
P-7 Visual Quality is Important: The visual quality of the city's environment shall be
preserved and enhanced for the aesthetic enjoyment of both residents and visitors and the
economic well being of the community. Development of neighborhoods, streets and
individual properties should be pleasing to the eye, rich in variety, and harmonious with
existing development. The feeling of being near the sea should be emphasized even when
it is not visible. Designs reflective of a traditional California seaside community should
be encouraged.
P-14 Immediate Ocean Shoreline: The ocean, beach and the immediate abutting land
are recognized as an irreplaceable national resource to be enjoyed by the entire city and
region. This unique narrow strip of land should receive careful recognition and planning.
The purpose of the beach is to make available to the people, for their benefit and
enjoyment forever, the scenic, natural, cultural, and recreational resources of the ocean,
beach and related up-lands.
The LCP also includes specific protections for the visual resources of Pismo Creek, requiring
new development to develop a plan to protect the visual aspects of the river, as follows:
CO-21 Pismo Creek Protection: Pismo Creek shall be retained in its natural state and
protected from significant alterations. The following measures shall be employed to
accomplish this intent:… b. The sandspit and channel where Pismo Creek enters the
ocean and those portions of parcels located within the creek channel shall remain as
open space and no structures or fill shall be permitted thereon. …h. Resource Protection
Plan: A Resource Assessment and Protection Plan shall be required and approved
concurrent with city action on projects located on parcels which have a portion within
the streamside protection zone. The plan shall include appropriate measures to protect
the creeks biological and visual aspects.
Finally, the LCP also includes design criteria to ensure development is small in scale and blends
with the surrounding environment. Relevant policies state:
CO-31:…b. Development shall be designed to fit or complement the site topography,
soils, geology, and any other existing conditions and be oriented to minimize to the extent
of grading and other site preparation…
D-2 Building and Site Design Criteria
a. Small Scale
New development should be designed to reflect the small-scale image of the city rather
than create large monolithic buildings. Apartment, condominium and hotel buildings
should preferably be contained in several smaller massed buildings rather than one large
building. Building mass and building surfaces such as roofs and exterior walls shall be
highly articulated to maintain a rich visual texture and an intimate building scale.
Maximum height, setback, and site coverage standards to achieve the desired small-scale
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character will be regulated by City ordinance. Except where specified otherwise by this
Plan or further limited by the implementing ordinance, the maximum height standard for
new buildings shall not be more than 25 feet above existing natural grade in
Neighborhood Planning Areas A through J, and Q; and not more than 35 feet above
existing natural grade in the remaining portions of the Coastal Zone.
b. Entrances
To residential buildings, to individual dwelling units within the building, and to
commercial structures should be readily identifiable from the street, parking area, or
semipublic areas and designed to be of a pedestrian scale.
c. Views
Views to the ocean, creeks, marsh, and surrounding hills should be preserved and
enhanced whenever possible. The feeling of being near the sea should be emphasized,
even when it is not visible.
d. All Facades
Architectural features shall be consistent throughout a development, even when a portion
of the development is hidden from public view.
e. Walls
Project perimeter walls should complement surrounding architecture and neighborhood
environment and should avoid monotony by utilizing elements of horizontal and vertical
articulation.
f. Driveway Widths
Driveway widths shall be kept narrow in order to retain a pedestrian street scale.
Minimum and maximum driveway widths shall be as set forth in the Zoning Ordinance.
g. Support Structures
The city shall establish guidelines for architectural review of the appearance of support
structures allowable for homes jutting over steep slopes.
D-17 Native and Drought Tolerant Landscaping: Native and drought tolerant
landscaping with drip irrigation shall be required within all new and rehabilitated
development requiring discretionary approval in conformance to city water conservation
policies.
Thus, the certified LCP identifies coastal zone scenic values as an irreplaceable asset that must
be preserved and enhanced. The LCP explicitly calls out the “ocean, beach, and the immediate
abutting land” as “irreplaceable national resources” with open space and ecological resource
values demanding “careful recognition and planning”. More specifically, the LCP requires new
development to be sited and designed to preserve and enhance views to the ocean, creek, and
marsh, and prohibits structures and fill in the Pismo Creek sandspit. Development is required to
complement the site and not overwhelm it, and it must reflect the small-scale image of the City,
including siting and design that limits heights and that encourages a pedestrian scale. It also
requires the City to establish guidelines for the architectural review of the appearance of support
structures, such as piles, that extend over steep slopes, and it requires landscaping to be native
and drought tolerant. In short, the LCP clearly values coastal viewsheds, particularly those at the
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shoreline and creek interface, and requires views at this location to be both protected and
enhanced.
The proposed project is located in a highly scenic area. As discussed previously, it is located in a
backbeach dune area transitioning into the Pismo Creek Estuary, and adjacent to the wide sandy
Pismo State Beach. The site is very visible from Pismo State Beach, Addie Street, the public
parking area on Addie Street, the City’s beachwalk promenade extending toward the Pismo Pier,
and from the RV park located across the river. In addition, the site is located at the edge of Pismo
Beach’s main downtown area, between the beach and estuary. This unique location provides a
noticeable relief from the surrounding urban environment with a distinct open space character
and scenic vista that is easily sensed from the road and surrounding public viewpoints. Although
the public viewshed at this location is adversely impacted by the existing residence on piles
located seaward of the site, the damage that this pre-CDP requirement structure does to the
public viewshed still does not eliminate the value of the viewshed associated with the site and the
viewshed overall. The site is otherwise framed by the surface level public parking lot,
undeveloped lots, and further away, condominium development (2 lots inland), hotel
development (about 100 yards upcoast), and the RV park opposite the Creek. Such existing
surrounding built environment is relatively open and building heights are generally low.
Several tools are available that are useful for evaluating the proposed project’s impact on the
public viewshed. These include site visits, site photos, visual simulations, a photograph of the
story poles that were erected to approximate the mass of the structure, the project site plans and
elevation sheets. See Exhibits 2 and 5 for photos, visual simulations, story poles analysis, and
plans.
The proposed duplex would significantly block public coastal views across the site. It would be a
3,651 square-foot, two-story boxy structure that would occupy more than 50% of the site up to a
height of 33.5 feet above existing grade (and almost 30 feet above Addie Street). For reference,
the existing house on piles seaward of the site extends to approximately 25 feet above grade, and
thus this structure would be approximately nine feet taller than that. As seen from the elevation
simulations, it would dwarf this adjacent existing house by comparison (see Exhibit 5). In
addition, because the first floor would be elevated to about eight feet above existing grade on
piles, to avoid flooding hazards, the entire structure would be raised about three feet above the
elevation of Addie Street, causing it to further block views across the site. As discussed
previously, the duplex elevation could be raised even higher in the future, if sea level rise is more
than expected, causing further visual impacts. 34 In addition, the project would be a structure and
fill in the Pismo Creek sandspit when this is not allowed (see also previous biological resources
finding). The project lacks articulation, and it is fairly boxy (e.g., first and second story walls
atop one another, etc.), also serving to emphasize rather than deemphasize its massing in this
respect. The proposed bridge/driveway would also add to the sense of bulk and massing,
including due to the walls and gates associated with same. In addition, the structure would have
only a five-foot setback from the side-yard lot line, so that the distance between the existing
vacation rental house on piles and the proposed duplex would be only ten feet (once about 11
feet of the existing house were removed), completely blocking the view of the estuary from
many vantage points for the entire length of both structures. Views across the site from Pismo
34

As discussed previously, the Applicant’s engineer used the lower-range estimate for future sea level rise, making
it more likely that this increase in elevation would be necessary in the future.
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State Beach, Addie Street, the public parking area on Addie Street, the City’s beachwalk
promenade extending toward the Pismo Pier, and from the RV park located across the river
would be completely blocked by the proposed project (again, see Exhibit 5). Commission staff
have visited the site on multiple occasions and confirmed that the proposed project would result
in significant such view blockage and impacts.
In short, the proposed project would block, would not preserve, and would certainly not enhance,
public views, and it cannot be found consistent with LCP Policies P-2, P-6, P-7, P-14, CO-21,
and D-2.
In addition, the proposed development would not blend with the surrounding natural
environment, nor is it designed to fit the topography of the site, as required by the LCP. Instead,
the duplex would appear as a massive and bulky structure with straight lines, hard angles, and
minimal articulation. The front-facing driveway columns and rolling metal driveway gate are
large and urban in appearance, and the entire building, which would be supported by large steel
pipe piles, would not include adequate elements to soften or hide its form. In fact, the piles
would be seen clearly in views from the east, west and south. Further, the two proposed palm
trees would frame the duplex with additional large simple lines that are perpendicular to the
ground. These trees not only conflict with requirements to blend with the surrounding
environment, which is better defined by sloping dunes and the meandering estuary, they are also
inconsistent with the LCP’s requirement for native landscaping in new development. In sum, the
proposed development has little regard for the open space setting or the natural features of the
estuary, river channel and dunes, and is therefore inconsistent with the LCP policies requiring
new development to blend with the surrounding natural environment (including the same LCP
policies cited above).
Further, the proposed development would not blend with the surrounding built environment. As
discussed above, the proposed duplex would be a large and bulky structure that is two stories
atop a third pier story and 33.5 feet above existing grade, with 3,651 square feet of building
square footage on top of an elevated platform with gates and walls, in an area that is primarily
characterized by open space and smaller scale buildings and other developments that are
generally low in height. The majority of the view of the structure from the street at eye level
would be taken up by two, two-car garage doors, behind a wrought iron gate with pillars and a
lot-spanning bridge/driveway, and it would tower over the neighboring vacation rental house on
piles (that currently extends to approximately 25 feet) and completely overwhelm the site and
surrounding environment (see visual simulations in Exhibit 5). Further, because the structure
would be elevated to avoid flood waters, as discussed above, it would be raised to eight feet
above grade on piles, which is about three feet higher than the grade of Addie Street, and the
structure is designed to be raised even higher in the future to address sea level rise. As such, the
mass and scale of the structure as viewed from the public street and the beach would be
exacerbated even further. The structure has not been sited and designed to reflect a small-scale
image and pedestrian scale (including through a lot-spanning bridge/driveway when the LCP
requires driveway widths to be kept narrow to retain such scale) as required, does not include a
high degree of design articulation as required “to maintain a rich visual texture and an intimate
building scale”, does not complement the existing built and natural environment, and does not
otherwise preserve and protect the significant public viewshed of which the site is a part.
Therefore, the project is inconsistent with the LCP policies requiring new development to
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complement and blend with its surroundings (including the same LCP policies cited above).
Conclusion
The proposed project is located in a significant public viewshed, and it would significantly block
and degrade all public views associated with it. The proposed project appears to have been sited
and designed to maximize its public view impacts in this regard, and represents the antithesis of
the type of project envisioned by the LCP for a sensitive visual location like this. The proposed
project is inconsistent with the LCP’s public view protection policies, and cannot be approved
consistent with the LCP.

F. PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION
Coastal Act Sections 30210 through 30224 specifically protect public access and recreational
opportunities, including visitor-serving resources. In particular:
Section 30210: In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the
California Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public
safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners,
and natural resource areas from overuse.
Section 30211: Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the
sea where acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited
to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial
vegetation.
Section 30212(a): Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and
along the coast shall be provided in new development projects….
Section 30213. Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected,
encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational
opportunities are preferred.
Section 30220. Coastal areas suited for water-oriented recreational activities that
cannot readily be provided at inland water areas shall be protected for such uses.
Section 30221. Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for
recreational use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for
public or commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on the
property is already adequately provided for in the area.
Section 30223. Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses shall be
reserved for such uses, where feasible.
The LCP also includes policies protecting public access and visitor-serving uses. It protects
oceanfront land for open space and recreation. It specifically calls for visitor-serving uses in this
LCP zoning district, and only allows residential uses if the applicant can show that visitorserving uses are not feasible at the site. In addition, the LCP requires new development to
provide for a public recreation trail along Pismo Creek, and protects parking availability for
beach users. Relevant policies include:
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CO-15 Ocean Shore – Principal Open Space Resource. The ocean shore is, and shall
continue to be, the principle open space feature of Pismo Beach. Oceanfront land shall
be sued for open space, recreation and related uses where feasible and where such uses
do not deteriorate the natural resource.
17.027.040 Uses Requiring a Conditional Use Permit: … (2) Residential and/or nonvisitor-serving commercial uses. These residential and/or non-visitor serving uses may be
allowed only if the applicant can substantially show that the size, shape or location of the
parcel makes it infeasible for a visitor-serving use as stated pursuant to the Local
Coastal Program Land Use Plan and Chapter 17.099. Uses prohibited specifically from
the zone shall include office space for general or medical businesses and non-retail
commercial services.
LU-K-2 … b. Pismo Creek Trails. A creekside trail system shall be developed on both
sides of Pismo Creek from its mouth at the ocean inland to the future golf
course/recreation area in Price Canyon. Public improvements such as trash cans and
seating shall be included with the development of the creek trails. Dedication of a portion
of properties adjacent to Pismo Creek for a public pathway shall be required with new
development applications. These dedications shall include the buffer zone as identified in
the conservation and open space element. Development approvals by the City shall
require the installation of trail improvements.
CO-21(c): Conservation Dedication. Any new development shall be required to dedicate
as a condition of any discretionary approval, an easement for the protection of the
streamside area consisting of 25 feet or more from the top of the creek bank. In addition,
new development shall provide access amenities adjacent to the creek for the city to use
as a greenbelt and/or recreation corridor.
PR-1 Opportunities For All Ages, Incomes, and Life Styles. To fully utilize the natural
advantages of Pismo Beach's location and climate, park and recreational opportunities
for residents and visitors shall be provided for all ages, incomes and life styles. This
means that: (a) The beach shall be free to the public; (b) Some parking and/or public
transportation access to the beach shall be free to the public…
P-2 Natural Resources--Key Foundation of the City: Pismo Beach is the ocean,
beaches, hills, weather and related ecosystems. Conservation and protection of these
resources shall be the key focus of the General Plan. The unique geographical character
of Pismo Beach is recognized as the foundation for all other aspects of the community.
These physiographic characteristics enhance the quality of life of residents and visitors
and shall not be wasted, destroyed, or neglected. They are generally nonrenewable and
provide many of the scenic, historic, economic, recreation, open space and ecological
values for the community.
The City’s LCP and the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act require public
recreational access opportunities to be maximized, including visitor-serving facilities, especially
lower cost visitor facilities and water-oriented activities, and it protects areas at and near the
shoreline for these purposes. As previously described, the proposed project is located in a prime,
visitor-serving area, steps away from the City’s core visitor-serving neighborhood and its most
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significant beach, and in and adjacent to its most significant natural resource area. In conflict
with the applicable public access and recreation policies, the majority of the proposed
development would be occupied by the one larger residential unit and associated garage,
resulting in a significant loss of potential for public access and visitor-serving uses at this
important, oceanfront site. 35 This is inconsistent with the LCP, including because a visitorserving use is feasible at this location (see findings below that follow on this point).
The City’s LCP calls for a trail that would extend along the length of Pismo Creek, through the
City and out to the ocean. Properties that develop along the river are required to provide at least
25 feet of public access and public access improvements, to be held by a City easement. The City
has made significant progress on this trail between Highway 101 and Dolliver Street, but it has
not yet extended the trail out to the ocean. In this case, the City did not require the Applicants to
provide an access easement because the lot does not extend all the way to the current bank of the
river, and therefore, the Applicants do not have the ability to grant an easement over the land
closest to the current river edge. 36
The site is located adjacent to the City-owned parking lot across the street from the Applicants’
property, which offers free parking. The City lot is meant for beach and other coastal access day
use, and is currently the only remaining free parking lot located in downtown Pismo Beach. 37 As
such, it is specifically protected by LCP Principle PR-2, which requires free public parking to the
beach to be provided. Due to its close proximity to the Applicants’ development, it is highly
likely that occupants would park their cars in the free City lot. Therefore, the potential loss of
one or more of these free, public beach access parking spaces to this private use is an
unacceptable impact on public access, and is inconsistent with the public access and recreation
policies of the Coastal Act and the LCP.
In short, the proposed project does not comply with the public access and visitor serving policies
of the LCP and the Coastal Act. In tandem with the inconsistencies identified in previous
findings, this inconsistency also means the project cannot be approved as proposed consistent
with the public recreational access and visitor-serving protections of the LCP and the Coastal
Act.

G.

LCP ZONING

APPROVABLE PROJECT
LCP Zoning Provisions
The project is located on a site that is designated by the LCP’s LUP as mixed use, and is located
in the LCP IP Hotel-Motel and Visitor Serving (R-4) district. The R-4 district is designed to
35

36

37

It would also include a vacation rental residential unit, but this unit too would be constructed as a residential unit
with a two-car garage, and shares some of the same issues in this regard.
The property closest to the northern river bank is a portion of the lot that contains the RV park south of the river.
That lot includes the river bed, as well as approximately 30 feet of uplands, from the current bank north to the
subject site.
The free parking lot at the foot of Pismo Pier was changed to pay parking by the City in 2007. However, because
the City did not provide adequate notice of its CDP action on that change, it has not been recognized by a CDP
and is currently being tracked by Commission enforcement staff as a violation.
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accommodate the needs of tourists by providing a convenient site with lodging and other visitorserving commercial uses. Residential use is only allowed in this zone if the Applicants can show
that the size, shape, or location of the parcel makes it infeasible for a visitor-serving use. While
the proposed 749 square-foot vacation rental residential unit on the lower level would serve as a
visitor use, the majority of the proposed development, which includes a 1,969 square-foot private
residential unit, is designed for residential purposes.
In order to meet the LCP threshold for allowing residential use in the subject zone, the
Applicants submitted an economic feasibility analysis conducted by Richardson Properties and a
property appraisal conducted by Cook & Associates in March of 2012 (See Exhibit 10,
Appraisal and Economic Feasibility Analysis). The purpose of these submittals was to show that
the size, shape or location of the parcel made it infeasible for the Applicants to establish a
visitor-serving use on the property. The Applicants’ economic feasibility analysis considered the
potential of the property to support a hotel, visitor-serving retail commercial, restaurant, vacation
rental, kayak rental, and a mobile food site. Based on the assumptions and economic modeling
used by the Applicants’ consultants, the economic feasibility analysis concluded that none of
these development options would provide a reasonable rate of return, as they did not produce an
8% capitalization rate, and were therefore determined by the analysis to be infeasible (See
Exhibit 10 for the full analysis). The appraisal concluded that the value of the property was
$520,000 and that an elevated residential improvement would be most probable and profitable
due to the parcel size and its location in a flood plain and would be the highest and best use of
the property.
While a residential improvement may be the most profitable, the conclusions drawn by the
appraisal and the economic feasibility analysis do not support that a visitor-serving use is
infeasible. First, the Applicants have not explained how the LCP requirement of infeasibility
should be read to require an 8% capitalization rate. In fact, there is no reference to rate of return
standards in the LCP to define a type of development as infeasible. The City of Pismo Beach
Municipal Code defines feasible as, “Capable of being accomplished in a successful manner
within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, social and
technological factors.” Therefore, if something is infeasible it would not be capable of being
accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, accounting for the
above factors. The threshold for infeasibility is not whether there is a significant return on
investment. In addition, the National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries’ estimate of
commercial real estate properties acquired in the private market’s rate of return for the western
region of the United States in the third quarter of 2012 was 2.65%. Therefore, an 8%
capitalization rate is an overly optimistic goal for current real estate investments.
There are also a number of problems with the assumptions made in the economic feasibility
analysis and the appraisal submitted by the Applicants. First, the economic feasibility analysis
assumes all parking must be provided on site, which can be difficult on small lots given the
City’s parking requirements, but ignores the fact that the LCP allows for in-lieu parking
payments, as well as off-site parking in some circumstances. The report also does not evaluate a
parking neutral type of project designed to serve coastal visitors who may have parked and made
their way to this location on foot. Therefore, when calculating the costs for construction of a
hotel or vacation rentals, they did not consider the potential for off-site parking, which would
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reduce construction costs. They also did not consider the alternative costs of construction for a
hotel or vacation rental without an elevator. If the unit were on one level, an elevator would not
be needed.
With regard to expected business operations, the report assumes specific hotel and vacation
rental occupancy rates and operating costs, but provides no information as to how these figures
were derived. The neighboring property adjacent to the subject parcel, which is developed as a
one-story vacation rental known as the “beach house,” charges an overnight rate of $450-700 per
night, suggesting the room cost for a similar development to be higher than what was estimated
(the Applicants’ estimate used $155 per bedroom, which would equate to $465 for a 3 bedroom
unit, such as the neighboring unit, which is on the low end of what is charged for that unit). 38
The website for the “beach house” recommends that reservations be made up to one year in
advance, also suggesting a higher occupancy rate for this type of development then what was
used in the Applicants’ feasibility analysis (the Applicants estimated approximately 50%
occupancy).
In the appraisal, the Applicants’ parcel was compared to other vacant parcels that were inland, in
different zoning districts, with far fewer development restrictions. The additional development
restrictions on the subject parcel could equate to further costs incurred by the property owners
other than just the cost to raise the property out of the floodplain and should have been better
evaluated in the appraisal. The existing environmental constraints to development must be
accounted for in valuing the vacant parcel. Because it failed to take these constraints into
account, the appraisal value for the property appears to be an overestimate of the actual land
value. The economic feasibility analysis used a similar land value when establishing the
capitalization rate, therefore likely also overestimating the land cost when calculating the
capitalization rate.
By altering some of these assumptions, such as using higher occupancy rates, reducing the size
of the unit, removing the elevator, using the value of land based on the actual amount paid for the
parcel by the Applicants, and adding Applicant estimated costs for podium deck, furniture,
fixtures, and equipment (FF&E), soft costs, and off-site parking, and estimates for on- and offsite dune habitat restoration based on the Commission’s experience (e.g., in Pacific Grove dune
restoration cases), as would be required pursuant to the special conditions of approval, the
capitalization rate increases for a one-unit vacation-rental scenario to a value of about 11.74% as
seen in the table below:
Vacation Rental Cost One Unit
Land
1100 sqft * $200/sqft
Podium deck
FF&E
Soft costs
Off-site parking
38

Notes
$180,000 Actual amount paid for the property
$220,000 Reduced size one-story vacation rental
$84,000
$20,000
$110,000
$108,000 $36,000/space

BeachHouse. SLO Digital Designs. 2012. Seaventure Resort and Restaurant. December 19, 2012.
http://www.seaventure.com/beach-house/reservations.php?#show.
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Vacation Rental Cost One Unit
On-site dune restoration
Off-site dune restoration
Approximate total cost
Vacation Rental Income One Unit
Weekend nights (70% occupancy)
Rate, weekend nights
Total weekends
Weekday nights (50% occupancy)
Rate, weekdays
Total weekdays
Total annual income one unit
Less operating costs $500/month
Approximate total annual net
income
Capitalization rate

Notes
$4,140 $0.92/sqft
$2,024 $0.92/sqft
$728,164
72.8
$450
$32,760
130.5
$450
$58,725
$91,485
$6,000

104 nights
Lower end range compared to “beach house”
261 nights
Lower end range compared to “beach house”

$85,485
11.74%

Even using the Applicants’ assumptions for the land value (i.e., not the Applicant’s actual land
costs from acquisition ($180,000), but rather their now estimated land value), but using
occupancy rates of 70% on weekends and 50% on weeknights and the low end of vacation rental
rates, based on the neighboring property, the capitalization rate is still approximately 8%, as
shown in the table below:
Vacation Rental Cost One Unit
Land
1100 sqft * $200/sqft
Podium deck
FF&E
Soft costs
Off-site parking
On-site dune restoration
Off-site dune restoration
Approximate total cost
Vacation Rental Income One
Unit
Weekend nights (70% occupancy)
Rate, weekend nights
Total weekends
Weekday nights (50% occupancy)
Rate, weekdays
Total weekdays

Notes
$520,000
$220,000
$84,000
$20,000
$110,000
$108,000
$4,140
$2,024
$1,068,164

Reduced size one-story vacation rental

$36,000/space
$0.92/sqft
$0.92/sqft

72.8 104 nights
Lower end range compared to “beach
$450 house”
$32,760
130.5 261 nights
Lower end range compared to "beach
$450 house"
$58,725
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Vacation Rental Cost One Unit
Total annual income one unit
Less operating costs $500/month
Approximate total annual net
income
Capitalization rate

Notes
$91,485
$6,000
$85,485
8.00%

Even if the capitalization rate were approximately 8%, as it would be under the assumptions in
Table 2, tThe Applicants have not shown that a capitalization rate below 8% this is sufficient to
meet the LCP requirement of infeasibility. The LCP only allows residential use if the size, shape
or location of the parcel makes it infeasible for visitor-serving uses. Simply showing one
scenario in which such a capitalization rate of 8% might not be achieved is insufficient to show
that visitor-serving uses are infeasible. Moreover, such a finding is difficult to make in this case,
when a successful one-unit vacation rental property is on the adjacent parcel, which is of a
similar size, shape and location to the subject parcel.
As such, the economic feasibility analysis and appraisal do not provide adequate evidence to
substantially show that the size, shape or location of the parcel makes it infeasible for visitorserving uses, as is required by the LCP when residential uses are proposed in this visitor-serving
zoning district. Therefore, the Commission finds the proposed project is inconsistent with IP
Section 17.027.040, because the Applicants have not provided sufficient evidence to
substantially show that a visitor-serving use on the site is infeasible, and thus residential uses are
not allowed.
In short, based on the record before the Commission, the proposed project does not comply with
the LCP’s visitor serving requirements associated with this site. In tandem with the
inconsistencies identified in previous findings, this inconsistency also means the project cannot
be approved as proposed consistent with the LCP.
To bring the project into conformance with the LCP’s zoning, the Commission requires through
Special Condition 1, that the Applicants remove the residential portion of the development,
leaving only a vacation rental residential unit, and Special Condition 4 that ensures that the
rental unit serves a traditional visitor-serving purpose only (and this condition also prohibits the
conversion of the vacation rental unit to a limited use overnight visitor accommodation or to fulltime occupancy condominium). The Commission has also specifies in Special Condition 1 that
the development be reduced in size and scale from a 3,651 square-foot duplex to a 1,100 squarefoot one-story vacation rental to conform to the visitor serving development on the adjacent
parcel which is 1,091 square-feet. Further design specifications and development restrictions also
imposed on the approved vacation rental project through special conditions include:


All development in the blufftop area (driveway, bridge, and gate) on and adjacent to Addie
Street shall be prohibited except a pedestrian accessway and utilities in a free span bridge of
the minimum required dimensions and design to provide required access to the rental unit.



The frontyard property setback (to the Addie Street right-of-way) shall be reduced to 5 feet
or, if required to be more than 5 feet to comply with ADA requirements, the distance
necessary for such compliance. Only the pedestrian accessway and utilities in a free span
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bridge shall be allowed within this setback area.


The sideyard property setback adjacent to the neighboring “beach house” (at 136 Addie
Street) shall be 5 feet which, in tandem the removal of that structure within 5 feet of the
property line as proposed results in a ten-foot wide corridor between the two.



The development shall be set back 25 feet from the edge of riparian vegetation along Pismo
Creek.



The front side of the development facing Addie Street shall be articulated in way that the
pedestrian accessway and utilities (in a free span bridge) connect to the rental unit as far
inland as possible and as close to Addie Street as is allowed under these conditions, and the
rest of the Addie Street frontage is further setback from Addie Street in such a way as to
articulate toward the corner of the neighboring “beach house”. The reminder of the
development shall incorporate articulation in building design in order to avoid boxiness and
increase visual interest and compatibility, including through pitched roof, offsets and
projections to increase shadow patterns, and materials and colors designed to blend with the
beach and creek aesthetic.



The project design shall be modified to ensure that all project elements work together to
reduce the appearance of bulk and mass, and to blend the development with the surrounding
natural environment.



On-site parking shall be removed from the project, and the plans shall instead identify offsite
parking for all required parking spaces (1 parking space per sleeping room).



Measures shall be taken to ensure that the foundation pilings are adequate to provide
necessary support and structural stability in light of coastal hazards.



Offsite dune habitat restoration and enhancement at a ratio of 2:1 shall be required for all
dune habitat covered/shaded on the property by the elevated structure and bridge to Addie
Street, and onsite dune habitat restoration and enhancement on all of the subject property,
including the area covered by the elevated structure and bridge, shall be required otherwise.



Areas of the site not disturbed shall be maintained in open space, including for dune
restoration maintenance activities and public recreational access.



Construction BMPs shall be required in order to have the least impact on coastal resources.



The Applicants shall be required to assume all risks for developing in an area of known
coastal hazards, to forgo additional protective structures and measures in response to hazards
in the future (including no additional raising on piles, no armoring, etc.), and to amend this
CDP (or obtain another CDP) for future development at this location.



The Applicants shall be required to obtain other agency approvals before the CDP is issued
(from the City of Pismo Beach, California State Lands Commission, California Department
of Parks and Recreation, California Department of Fish and Game, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service).



To ensure that future property owners are properly informed regarding the terms and
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conditions of this approval, including the visitor-serving use purpose, the Applicants shall be
required to record the terms and conditions of this CDP as covenants, conditions and
restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the property.
The purpose of the design specifications and development restrictions listed above are further
discussed in detail below.
Hazards
As discussed and cited previously, the LCP requires new development to avoid and minimize
risks due to hazards and it requires new development to ensure that it will not result in increased
hazards. There are a number of LCP policies which specifically address hazards related to
development on the bluff face and in a floodplain, providing guidance and restrictions to ensure
long-term structural integrity, minimization of future risk, and avoidance of the need for
landform altering protective measures in the future.
As described earlier, the project is sited in an area subject to significant shoreline hazards,
including coastal flooding, episodic and long-term shoreline retreat and coastal erosion, high
seas, ocean waves, storms, tsunami, landslides, earthquakes, bluff and geologic instability, and
the interaction of same. The siting of this project is therefore inconsistent with the LCP hazard
policies. However, to avoid a taking, some amount of reasonable development must be allowed
that is consistent with the LCP to the maximum extent practicable. The Applicants have
incorporated design features into the project to reduce the risk of hazards associated with
flooding. This includes elevating the structure on piles so that the first habitable finished floor is
one foot above the estimated 100-year floodplain. However, the risk of flooding at the project
site will increase in the future as sea levels rise and the intensity and frequency of storms also
increases. The Applicants’ geotechnical analysis predicted a 100-year flood elevation over the
next 100 years using a low-end estimate for sea-level rise, and designed the first floor elevation
one foot above this elevation. If sea level rise ends up falling in the higher range of the
predictions, as cited in the State of California Sea-Level Rise Interim Guidance Document, 39
then the structure may be at risk from flooding within the next 100 years. In addition, there are
portions of the development including the piles, bridge, and utilities that are located in the 100
year floodplain and floodway. Structures located directly in the floodway have the potential to
disrupt floodwaters and result in other potential negative effects on the surrounding development
and sensitive habitats.
It is clear that the Applicants understand the potential for increased risks from flooding in the
future as they have designed the structure to be able to be elevated even further in the future.
However, the re-elevation of the structure in the future would involve the introduction of
additional or expanded piles in the floodway, which could increase potential hazards from
flooding to the surrounding area. In addition, the LCP prohibits new development that would
require shoreline protection now or in the future. Therefore, any development that is allowed at
this site would need to be designed and/or conditioned so that there would be no future need for
protection measures throughout the life of the project to be consistent with the LCP, included
additional or expanded piles. Therefore, Special Condition 7 prohibits future shoreline
armoring, including installation of new or expanded piles, for the project. The proposed project
39

Coastal and Ocean Working Group of the California Climate Action Team, State of California Sea-Level
Rise Interim Guidance Document, October 2010.
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may also not be able to withstand future flooding and wave run-up conditions, due to sea level
rise. This future risk can be mitigated through a requirement to remove the proposed structures
when they are no longer safe to inhabit. Therefore, Special Condition 7 also requires such
removal to occur. For purposes of this condition, the structures would be considered unsafe when
any government agency has ordered that the structures are not to be occupied due to any of the
hazards at the site. As such, although long-term stability cannot be assured, as conditioned, new
development would not require additional, more substantial protective measures in the future
inconsistent with the LCP.
In order to further minimize the risks due to hazards associated with flooding as a result of sea
level rise and ensure the long term structural integrity of a structure at this site while not
increasing hazards, a number of additional conditions have been included. First, to further reduce
potential impacts of placing development in a floodway, Special Condition 1 limits piles
necessary to support the structure, and allows only a pedestrian access way leading from Addie
street onto the property that also contains the utility connection. Reducing the structure to onestory 1,100 square-foot development (Special Condition 1) would further reduce development
in the floodway as fewer piles would be needed to support the structure. In addition, as also
specified in Special Condition 1, all of the development located in the floodplain (piles, utilities,
and pedestrian accessway) must be constructed to withstand the forces of coastal hazards
expected here (e.g., flooding, tsunami, and earthquakes). By minimizing the physical
development in the 100-year floodplain and floodway and requiring that development be
designed to withstand high level forces associated with coastal hazards, the development better
conforms to the LCP hazard policies. Lastly, since the LCP also prohibits development on a bluff
face and restricts the type of development located in the dry sand, Special Condition 1 reducing
the scale of the project and minimizing development on the bluff face would also help bring the
project into better conformance with the LCP hazard policies.
Even with these design measures and special conditions there is still a substantial risk associated
with the siting of this development. In terms of recognizing and assuming the hazard risks for
shoreline development, the Commission’s experience in evaluating proposed developments in
areas subject to hazards has been that development has continued to occur despite periodic
episodes of heavy storm damage and other such occurrences. Development in such dynamic
environments is susceptible to damage due to such long-term and episodic processes. Past
occurrences statewide have resulted in public costs (through low interest loans, grants, subsidies,
direct assistance, etc.) in the millions of dollars. As a means of allowing continued development
in areas subject to these hazards while avoiding placing the economic burden for damages onto
the people of the State of California, applicants are regularly required to acknowledge site
hazards and agree to waive any claims of liability on the part of the Commission for allowing the
development to proceed. Accordingly, this approval is conditioned for the Applicants to assume
all risks for developing at this location (see Special Condition 6).
As noted above, natural disaster could result in destruction or partial destruction of the proposed
development. In addition, the development itself and its maintenance may cause future problems
that were not anticipated. When such an event takes place, public funds are often sought for the
clean up of structural debris that winds up on the shore or on an adjacent property. Therefore, the
Commission attaches Special Condition 7, which requires the landowner to accept sole
responsibility for the removal of any structural debris resulting from coastal hazards that impact
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the site, and agree to remove the structures should the threat from coastal hazards reach the point
where a government agency has ordered that the structure not be occupied.
To ensure that future property owners are properly informed regarding the terms and conditions
of this approval, this approval is also conditioned for a deed restriction to be recorded against the
property involved in the application (see Special Condition 10). This deed restriction will record
the conditions of this permit as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment
of the property.
Biological Resources
As previously mentioned, there are a number LCP and Coastal Act policies that require strong
protections for the City’s biological resources, such as sensitive dune habitat, and includes
specific policies that address the protection of Pismo Creek and the riparian areas around Pismo
Creek.
While the habitat values of the site have been degraded over time, it is still ESHA as defined in
the LCP and thus any development that is not considered a resource dependent use is
inconsistent with the LCP. Since some form of development must be allowed to avoid a taking,
the Commission has attached a number of conditions to minimize and mitigate for impacts to
ESHA on the site as required by the LCP and cross referenced Coastal Act polices. These
conditions include design restrictions which would reduce the amount of development in
sensitive habitat, construction best management practices, and restoration activities to mitigate
for potential impacts to sensitive habitat.
First, the reduction in size and scale (Special Condition 1) will reduce the amount of shading
that would occur on the sandy beach and dune habitat below the structure and the number of
piles that would directly these habitats. The removal of the driveway component of the
development and limitations of the development to occur on the bluff face will also reduce
development within these sensitive habitat areas. The reduction in size and scale may also allow
for additional setbacks from the riparian habitat adjacent to Pismo Creek. At this point, it is
somewhat unclear the exact location of riparian habitat near and adjacent to the rear property
line. As mentioned, the current setback used is 25 feet, which is the minimum setback identified
in the LCP, but because the habitat on the site has the potential to support sensitive species and is
a unique transition zone between dune and estuary habitat, is it essential that the development be
setback from the edge of the riparian vegetation. As specified in Special condition 1, the
Applicant shall submit a biological survey prepared by a certified biologist or ecologist, which
assesses riparian habitat on the property and adjacent to the rear property line. In addition,
Special Condition 1 requires that the setback from the rear of the development shall be a
minimum of 25 feet from the riparian habitat as identified in the biological survey which will
further protect this sensitive habitat from residential type disturbances (noise, light, pets)
associated with the vacation rental.
As mentioned, while there is the potential for sensitive species to occur on the site, there have
not been protocol level surveys for such species on this site. The USFWS expressed specific
concerns about impacts to habitat for Western snowy plovers, tidewater goby, and California
red-legged frog on the site. To minimize potential impacts to these sensitive species, Special
Condition 2 has been included which incorporates pre-construction surveys and construction
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best management practices to minimize impacts to the beach, dunes, creek, and ocean, including
in terms of water quality and its effect on sensitive species. In the event that the surveys identify
the afore mentioned sensitive species on site, the special condition requires that the Applicants
consult with USFWS and the Executive Director.
The development within ESHA will have permanent and temporary unavoidable impacts to dune
habitat. The direct displacement of dune habitat from the pilings and accessway, as well as the
indirect impacts from the shading of the structure, will result in impacts of about 1,100 squarefeet for the reduced size one-story vacation rental and additional area for the access bridge.
Special Condition 2 requires that these impacts be mitigated for through on- and off-site
restoration activities. As required in similar cases where dune ESHA is directly impacted, the
Commission has required on-site restoration of all areas possible on-site and an additional offsite restoration at a ratio of 2:1 for the total area impacted through the project. As specified in
Special Condition 2, the Applicants are required to submit a dune restoration plan which
includes plans for invasive species removal and re-contouring, planting, monitoring, reporting
and contingency measures. The off-site restoration portion of the plan should also include square
footage calculations for the any dune habitat created so it can be tracked at a 2:1 ratio for the
habitat impacted on-site (i.e., for all dune habitat covered/shaded on the property by the elevated
structure and bridge to Addie Street). Special Condition 5 requires the rest of the property not
associated with the elevated vacation rental unit to be retained in open space, and does not allow
development and uses otherwise in this area, expect for dune restoration/maintenance and public
recreational access. Lastly, Special Condition 10 requires a deed restriction record the
conditions of this permit as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of
the property.
Therefore, while the permanent and temporary impacts to ESHA through the construction of the
one-story vacation rental are unavoidable, the special conditions will help to minimize and
mitigate for the impacts and will bring the project into better conformance with the LCP and its
referenced Coastal Act policies.
Visual Resources
Although development of the proposed project in the Pismo Creek Sandspit is prohibited under
CO-21 of the LCP and the structural design is inconsistent with the visual resources policies of
the LCP, a reasonable amount of development much be allowed to avoid a takings. To ensure
that the development approved on the site is more in conformance with these policies, the
Commission has attached Special Condition 1. This special condition establishes a maximum
height of 25 feet above the existing grade and maximum square footage for the project of 1,100
square feet, consistent with the scale of the development on the neighboring property, thereby
better blending with the size and scale of the surrounding development. It also calls for the
redesign to use natural and non-reflective materials and only native vegetation for landscaping to
better blend with the surrounding natural environment.
Special Condition 1 also calls for the removal of the bridge, driveway, and gate portion of the
development by restricting the development on the bluff face to only include a pedestrian
accessway and utilities in a free span bridge. The front yard setback for this property as defined
by the LCP is 15 feet. However, a pedestrian accessway extending 15 feet from Addie Street to
the front of the property is not possible to construct without having further significant negative
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impacts on the public views from the front of the property. As such, Special Condition 1
specifies that this area be reduced to 5 feet. This reduced setback will provide a shorter distance
from the street which is at +12.24 feet NGVD to the front of the elevated property which will
most likely be around +15 feet NGVD. While the setback may need to be increased to allow for
an appropriate slope for the pedestrian accessway if it needs to be ADA compliant, the reduced
length of the accessway will lessen the visual impacts and also reduce the amount of
development directly on the bluff face and in the floodway. A variance to setbacks is allowable
under the City’s variance procedures found below, when the strict application of the code denies
the property owner privileges by their property enjoyed by others in the vicinity. Since the beach
townhomes upstream of the property have a reduced setback similar to what is set by Special
Condition 1, the variance would not be out of keeping with surrounding developments. The
required findings in this respect can be made:
17.42.070 Variances
A. Purpose. The provisions of this section allow for variances from the development
standards of this Zoning Code only when, because of special circumstances applicable to
the property, including size, shape, topography, location or surroundings, the strict
application of this Zoning Code denies the property owner privileges enjoyed by other
property owners in the vicinity and under identical zoning districts.
B. Applicability. The commission may grant a Variance from the requirements of this
Zoning Code governing only the following development standards:
1. Dimensional standards (i.e., distance between structures, parcel area, building
coverage, landscape and paving requirements, parcel dimensions, setbacks, and
structure heights);
2. Sign regulations (other than prohibited signs); and
3. Number and dimensions of parking areas, loading spaces, landscaping or lighting
requirements, except as otherwise provided in this Zoning Code.
The power to grant variances does not include allowed land uses, or residential density
regulations.
C. Application Requirements. An application for a variance shall be filed in compliance
with Section 17.40.040 (Application Preparation and Filing). It is the responsibility of
the applicant to provide evidence in support of the findings required by subsection E
(Findings).
D. Project Review, Notice and Hearing. Each variance application shall be reviewed by the
director to ensure that the application is consistent with the purpose and intent of this
section. The director provide the commission with a recommendation whether the
application should be approved, approved subject to conditions, or disapproved. The
commission shall hold a public hearing in compliance with Chapter 17.58 (Public
Hearings), and may approve or disapprove the variance in compliance with this section.
E. Findings, Decision. Following a public hearing, the commission may approve, approve
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subject to conditions, or disapprove the variance, and shall record the decision in writing
with the findings upon which the decision is based, in compliance with State law
(Government Code Section 65906). The commission may approve an application, with or
without conditions, only if the commission first finds that:
1. There are special circumstances applicable to the property (i.e., size, shape,
topography, location or surroundings), such that the strict application of the
requirements of this Zoning Code deprives the property owner of privileges enjoyed
by other property owners in the vicinity and within the same zoning district;
2. Granting the variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of substantial
property rights possessed by other property owners in the same vicinity and zoning
district and denied to the property owner for which the variance is sought;
3. The adjustment authorized by the variance will not constitute a grant of special
privileges inconsistent with the limitations on other properties in the vicinity and in
the same zoning district;
4. Granting the variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, or welfare,
or injurious to the property or improvements in the vicinity and in the same zoning
district; and
5. The adjustment authorized by the variance is consistent with the general plan and any
applicable specific plan.
F. Conditions. Any variance granted shall be subject to conditions that will ensure that the
variance does not grant special privilege(s) inconsistent with the limitations upon other
properties in the vicinity and same zoning district.
G. Expiration. A variance shall be exercised within two years from the date of approval, or
the variance shall become void, unless an extension is approved by the director, in
compliance with Chapter 17.44 (Permit Implementation, Time Limits, Extensions).
In addition, Special Condition 1 requires that the front of the property be articulated to minimize
the bulky appearance of the structure especially since it would be closer to the road due to the
reduced front yard setback of 5 feet. As conditioned, the front of the property that connects to
Addie Street will be setback 5 feet and this nearest point pushed inland, while the remaining
development would be stepped back extending to and to better conforming with the neighboring
“beach house” development so as to cluster visual impact and ensure as much through view from
the walkway along the beachwalk and Addie Street as much as possible. Finally, Special
Condition 1 also requires that the side yard setback adjacent to the neighboring “beach house” to
be 5 feet to balance the need for a visual corridor between the two developments with the need to
cluster for overall visual protection otherwise. Therefore, as conditioned the project would be
consistent to the maximum extent feasible with the visual resources policy of the LCP.
Public Access and Recreation
With the onsite parking removed from the project to help minimize LCP and Coastal Act
inconsistencies, there is the potential for parking associated with the approved vacation rental to
impact general public access users, particularly as it relates to the adjacent free public parking
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lot. To avoid this impact, Special Condition 1 includes requirements for the Applicants to
satisfy parking needs offsite in manner that doesn't impact general public access parking. The
Applicants must demonstrate that they have secured long-term off-site parking for users of the
vacation rental, so as not to affect public use of the nearby lot.

H.

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The LCP declares archaeological resources important and requires these resources to be
conserved. LCP policy CO-5 and 17.24.020 state:
CO-5 Protect Archaeological Resources
Archaeological and paleontological resources are declared to be important to be conserved.
The City shall have available a map that identifies the possible location of archeological
resources.
As part of the CEQA process for all new development projects, all known or potential
archaeological resources shall be fully investigated by a qualified archaeologist recognized
by the state Historic Preservation Office. Appropriate protections shall be determined as
part of the review process including:
a. Locations within the city known to have a high probability of occurrence of archeological
sites shall be zoned in the Archeological Resources overlay district.
b. Sites of statewide or national significance shall be nominated for inclusion in the
Registry of California Historic Landmarks or National Historic Landmark Program.
c. Specific recommendations prepared by the archaeologist shall be incorporated into
project approval including: avoidance of portions of sites containing resources,
minimizing the impacts of the development on the archaeological resources, preserving a
full archaeological record, and/or partial site dedication, and providing a native
American monitor onsite to observe excavations in locations where there is a possibility
of discovery of human remains.
17.24.020 Archaeological, historical, and paleontological resources
A. Surface Survey Required. Where development is proposed on a site within the areas
identified in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 as archaeologically sensitive, a land use permit application
shall include an archeological surface survey of the site, prepared by a qualified
archaeologist approved by the director.
1. The submitted survey shall include an evaluation of the likely presence of cultural
resources and their significance based on supportable evidence, and shall also include
recommendations for all appropriate mitigation measures for the project.
2. Any site which is surveyed in compliance with this section shall not be required to be
further surveyed unless a further survey is recommended by the findings of the original
survey.
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B. Construction Practices. In the event that archaeological or paleontological materials/
resources are discovered during any grading, excavation, or other construction, all activities
shall cease. The find shall remain untouched, and the Department shall be notified so that a
qualified archeologist may evaluate the significance and location of discovered materials,
and make recommendations for disposition, mitigation, and/or salvage, in compliance with
State and Federal law. The developer shall pay all costs associated with the professional
investigation.
C. Limitations on Non-Structural Development and Use. All non-structural development and
uses which may damage or destroy archaeological resources are prohibited unless
specifically authorized by land use permit. Any such land use permit shall contain conditions
which provide for protection of any archaeological resources. Off-road vehicle activity on
the site and the unauthorized collection of artifacts shall be prohibited…
As described in the LCP, the Native American Chumash people have inhabited the Central Coast
for thousands of years, including Pismo Beach. Therefore, there may be significant
archaeological sites and cultural resources in and around the Pismo Beach area. To protect and
conserve these resources, the City has created an Archeological Overlay Zone in which specific
LCP policies apply. LCP policy CO-5 requires that as part of the CEQA process a qualified
archeologist shall survey all known or potential archaeological and determine appropriate
protections.
The proposed project site is located in the Archeological Resources overlay zone. The initial
study of environmental impact submitted for the proposed project included a discussion on the
potential impacts to cultural resources and possible mitigation strategies. According to the initial
study of environmental impact, a survey of the site was conducted in September 23, 1990
including a walkover of the site and one soil sample from the most inland portion of the site.
This survey did not reveal any cultural materials. However, this survey was conducted more than
20 years ago, and given the changing nature of the landforms at this site, especially due to
flooding, it is possible that materials could have surfaced during this long time period. A more
recent archeological report could show that such resources now exist on the site. The project, as
proposed, therefore may not contain proper mitigation and monitoring measures to protect
potential archeological resources on the property, inconsistent with the requirements of the LCP.
In tandem with the inconsistencies identified in previous findings, this inconsistency also means
the project cannot be approved as proposed consistent with the archeological resource
protections of the LCP, although this inconsistency could be addressed through conditions, if the
project were otherwise consistent with the LCP. Special Condition 11 requires a preconstruction survey to be performed, and requires a mitigation and monitoring plan to be
submitted if any archeological resources are found, in order to protect those resources consistent
with the requirements of the LCP.

I. TAKINGS
As discussed above, the proposed project is fundamentally inconsistent with the certified LCP
and the access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act, and it appears that even reduced scale
alternatives that attempted to address such inconsistencies through conditions of approval would
lead to similar, albeit lessened, coastal resource impacts that likewise couldn’t be found entirely
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LCP and Coastal Act consistent. In other words, the appropriate Coastal Act and LCP coastal
resource protection outcome would be is denial of the CDP for the proposed project, which is the
Commission’s decision, as described above. If and when When the Commission denies a project,
however, a question may arise as to whether the denial results in an unconstitutional “taking” of
the applicant’s property without payment of just compensation. Coastal Act Section 30010
addresses takings and states as follows:
The Legislature hereby finds and declares that this division is not intended, and shall not
be construed as authorizing the commission, port governing body, or local government
acting pursuant to this division to exercise their power to grant or deny a permit in a
manner which will take or damage private property for public use, without the payment
of just compensation therefore. This section is not intended to increase or decrease the
rights of any owner of property under the Constitution of the State of California or the
United States.
Consequently, although the Commission is not a court and may not ultimately adjudicate
whether its action constitutes a taking, the Commission must assess whether its action might
constitute a taking so that the Commission may take steps to avoid it. If the Commission
concludes that its action does not constitute a taking, then it may deny the project while still
complying with Section 30010. If the Commission concludes that its action might constitute a
taking, then Section 30010 requires the Commission to approve some level of development, even
if the development is otherwise inconsistent with LCP or Coastal Act policies. 40 In this situation,
the Commission proposes modifications to the development to minimize its LCP inconsistencies,
while still allowing some reasonable amount of development finds that some level of
development could be allowed on this parcel. The Applicants’ proposed project is inconsistent
with the LCP, however, and they oppose all aspects of an alternate development proposed by
Commission staff. The Commission therefore denies the project as proposed and suggests the
Applicants work with staff on an alternative project that is more consistent with LCP
requirements.
In the remainder of this section, the Commission considers whether, for purposes of compliance
with Section 30010, denial of the project would constitute a taking.
General Takings Principles
The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution provides that private property shall not
“be taken for public use, without just compensation.” 41 Article 1, section 19 of the California
Constitution provides that “[p]rivate property may be taken or damaged for public use only when
just compensation…has first been paid to, or into court for, the owner.”
The idea that the Fifth Amendment proscribes more than the direct appropriation of property is
usually traced to Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon ((1922) 260 U.S. 393). Since Pennsylvania
Coal, most of the takings cases in land use law have fallen into two categories (see Yee v. City of
40

41

For example, in CDP A-3-SCO-00-033 (Hinman), the Commission in 2000 approved residential development on
a site that was entirely ESHA even though it was not resource dependent development and thus was inconsistent
with the LCP (which was the standard of review in that case).
The Fifth Amendment was made applicable to the States by the Fourteenth Amendment (see Chicago, B. & Q. R.
Co. v. Chicago (1897) 166 U.S. 226).
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Escondido (1992) 503 U.S. 519, 522-523). First, there are the cases in which government
authorizes a physical occupation of property (see, e.g., Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV
Corp. (1982) 458 U.S. 419). Second, there are the cases in which government merely regulates
the use of property (Yee, supra, 503 U.S. at pp. 522-523). A taking is less likely to be found
when the interference with property is an application of a regulatory program rather than a
physical appropriation (e.g., Keystone Bituminous Coal Ass’n. v. DeBenedictis (1987) 480 U.S.
470, 488-489, fn. 18). The Commission’s actions here would be evaluated under the standards
for a regulatory taking.
In recent takings cases, the United States Supreme Court (Court) has identified two
circumstances in which a regulatory taking might occur. The first is the “categorical”
formulation identified in Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council (1992) 505 U.S. 1003, 1014.
In Lucas, the Court found that regulation that denied all economically viable use of property was
a taking without a “case specific” inquiry into the public interest involved (Id.). The Lucas court
emphasized, however, that this category is extremely narrow, applicable only “in the
extraordinary circumstance when no productive or economically beneficial use of land is
permitted” or the “relatively rare situations where the government has deprived a landowner of
all economically beneficial uses” or rendered it “valueless” (Id. at pp. 1016-1017 [emphasis in
original]) (see Riverside Bayview Homes, supra, 474 U.S. at p. 126 [regulatory takings occur
only under “extreme circumstances”]). 42
The second circumstance in which a regulatory taking might occur is under the three-part, ad hoc
test identified in Penn Central Transportation Co. (Penn Central) v. New York (1978) 438 U.S.
104, 124. This test generally requires an examination into the sufficiency of the applicant’s
property interest, its economic impact, and its interference with reasonable, investment-backed
expectations (Id. at p. 134; Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co. (1984) 467 U.S. 986, 1005). In
Palazzolo v. Rhode Island (2001) 533 U.S. 606, the Court again acknowledged that the Lucas
categorical test and the three-part Penn Central test were the two basic situations in which a
regulatory taking might be found to occur (see id. [rejecting Lucas categorical test where
property retained value following regulation but remanding for further consideration under Penn
Central]).
Final Government Determination
Before a landowner may seek to establish a taking under either the Lucas or Penn Central
formulations, however, it must demonstrate that the taking claim is “ripe” for review. This means
that the takings claimant must show that government has made a “final and authoritative”
decision about the use of the property (e.g., Williamson County Regional Planning Com. v.
Hamilton Bank (1985) 473 U.S. 172; MacDonald, Sommer & Frates v. County of Yolo (1986)
477 U.S. 340, 348). Premature adjudication of a takings claim is highly disfavored, and the
Supreme Court’s cases “uniformly reflect an insistence on knowing the nature and extent of
permitted development before adjudicating the constitutionality of the regulations that purport to
limit it” (Id. at p. 351). Except in the rare instance where reapplication would be futile, the courts
42

Even where the challenged regulatory act falls into this category, government may avoid a taking if the restriction
inheres in the title of the property itself; that is, background principles of state property and nuisance law would
have allowed government to achieve the results sought by the regulation (Lucas, supra, 505 U.S. at pp. 10281036).
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generally require that an applicant resubmit at least one application for a modified project before
it will find that the taking claim is ripe for review (e.g., McDonald, supra).
In this case, although the Commission denies the project proposed by the Applicants, it believes
that some alternative project could be constructed on this site that is more consistent with the
LCP than the proposed project. The Commission advises the Applicants to work with
Commission staff to develop an alternative proposal for development of this property. and as
discussed further below, although the LCP instructs the Commission to deny the proposed
development due to its LCP and Coastal Act inconsistencies, application of such policies would
preclude the Applicants from siting any new development on the site. In these circumstances, the
Applicants might successfully argue that the Commission has not made a final and authoritative
decision about the use of the subject property, as it is clear that some development could be
allowed. This decision does not preclude the Applicant from applying for some other
development or use of the site, such as a more minor development that proposes a visitor-serving
use and more carefully addresses the site’s constraints. Therefore, the Applicants might are
unlikely to be able to successfully argue that the Commission’s denial is a taking because a the
takings claim is not “ripe.”
Unit of Property
As a threshold matter, before a takings claim can be analyzed, it is necessary to define the parcel
of property against which the taking claim will be measured. In most cases, this is not an issue
because there is a single, readily identifiable parcel of property on which development is
proposed. The issue is complicated in cases where the landowner owns or controls adjacent or
contiguous parcels that are related to the proposed development. In these circumstances, courts
will analyze whether the lots are sufficiently related so that they can be aggregated as a single
parcel for takings purposes. In determining whether lots should be aggregated, courts have
looked to a number of factors, such as unity of ownership, the degree of contiguity, the dates of
acquisition, and the extent to which the parcel has been treated as a single unit [e.g., District
Intown Properties, Ltd. v. District of Columbia (D.C.Cir.1999) 198 F.3d 874, 879-880 (nine
individual lots treated as single parcel for takings purposes); Ciampitti v. United States (Cl.Ct.
1991) 22 Cl.Ct. 310, 318]. In this case, there is only one parcel at issue, so the takings claim
would be measured against this parcel.
Development Allowed to Avoid a Taking
Categorical Taking
The Commission interprets Section 30010, together with the Lucas decision, to mean that if
Commission denial of the project would deprive an applicant’s property of all reasonable
economic use, the Commission may be required to allow some development even if a Coastal
Act or LCP policy would otherwise prohibit it, unless the proposed project would constitute a
nuisance under state law. In other words, the City of Pismo Beach Certified Local Coastal Plan
cannot be read to deny all economically beneficial or productive use of land because LCP
Policies CO-14, CO-15, CO-21, CO-31, 17.027.040, LU-K-2, PR-1, P-2, S-2, S-3, S-5, S-7, S-8,
S-9, 17.078.060, 17.006.0435, 17.006.0895, P-6, P-7, P-14, D-2, and D-17 cannot be interpreted
to require the Commission to act in an unconstitutional manner. In complying with this
requirement, however, a regulatory agency may deny a specific development proposal, while
indicating that a more modest alternative proposal could be approved, and thus assure the
property of some economically viable use.
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As described above, the subject parcel is designated in the City of Pismo Beach zoning
regulations for Hotel-Motel and Visitor-serving uses. The parcel is currently primarily vacant,
although a corner of a structure located on the adjacent parcel encroaches onto the subject lot,
and a portion of the lot is utilized by the neighboring structure as a private parking area. This use,
however, is unlikely to be found to constitute a valid economic use of the property. Thus, under
the Lucas takings analysis, the Commission’s denial of the project might be found to constitute a
taking.
Taking under Penn Central
Although the Commission has already determined that it is likely necessary to approve some
economic use on this property to avoid a categorical taking under Lucas, a court may also
consider whether the permit decision would constitute a taking under the ad hoc inquiry stated in
Penn Central Transp. Co. v. New York City (1978) 438 U.S. 104, 123-125. This ad hoc inquiry
generally requires an examination into factors such as the sufficiency of the applicant’s property
interest, the regulation’s economic impact, and the regulation’s interference with reasonable,
investment-backed expectations.
Sufficiency of Interest
In the subject case, the Applicants purchased APN 005-163-029 for $180,000 on May 5, 1999.
On that same date, a Grant Deed was recorded as document number 1999-046125 in the Official
Records of the San Luis Obispo County Recorder’s Office, effectively transferring and vesting
fee-simple ownership to the Applicants. Based upon an examination of a copy of this document
the Commission concludes that the Applicants have demonstrated that they have a sufficient real
property interest in the subject parcel to allow pursuit of the proposed project.
Reasonable Investment-Backed Expectations
In this case, the Applicants’ expectation that they could develop some type of structure on the
property was both a reasonable and investment-backed expectation. The Applicants purchased
the property for $180,000 in 1999. It was zoned for visitor-serving uses, not as open space. Thus,
the Applicants did have an investment-backed expectation that they had purchased developable
property, and their investment reflected that future development could be accommodated on the
subject parcel.
The question remains whether the Applicants had an investment-backed expectation to construct
a two story, two unit residential structure. In order to analyze this question, one must assess,
from an objective viewpoint, whether a reasonable person would have believed that the property
could have been developed for the Applicants’ proposed use, taking into account all the legal,
regulatory, economic, physical, and other restraints that existed when the property was acquired.
When the Applicants purchased the property in 1999, there was no existing development on the
site, other than the structural encroachment from the adjacent parcel and the parking area
described above. The property was zoned for visitor-serving uses, as were the surrounding
properties. The adjacent property on the seaward side of the subject lot was developed with a one
story vacation rental on elevated pilings. The surrounding inland properties were vacant, with a
four-unit vacation rental building several lots inland. Thus, the property was zoned for visitorserving uses and was located near visitor-serving uses, not residential ones. Consequently, the
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Applicants may have had a reasonable investment-backed expectation that they had purchased a
lot that could be developed, but it was not reasonable to assume that it could be developed with a
residence, when the property was zoned for visitor-serving uses and neighboring properties were
being used for vacation rentals.
Economic Impact
The Penn Central analysis also requires an assessment of the economic impact of the regulatory
action on the Applicants’ property. Although a landowner is not required to demonstrate that the
regulatory action destroyed all of the property’s value, the landowner must demonstrate that the
value of the property has been very substantially diminished (see Tahoe-Sierra Pres. Council,
Inc., supra, [citing William C. Haas v. City and County of San Francisco (9th Cir. 1979) 605
F.2d 1117 (diminution of property’s value by 95% not a taking)]; Rith Energy v. United States
(Fed.Cir. 2001) 270 F.3d 1347 [applying Penn Central, court finds that diminution of property’s
value by 91% not a taking]).
If the Commission were to deny all development on the property, consistent with the
requirements of the LCP and the Coastal Act, then the Applicants could argue that the economic
impact of the Commission’s action was significant enough to constitute a taking. To address this
potential takings claim and to assure conformance with California and United States
Constitutional requirements, as provided by Coastal Act Section 30010, this permit therefore
allows for development on the subject property, although not precisely the development
proposed by the Applicants.
Background Principles of State Property Law and Takings
Finally, Lucas provides that a regulatory action does not constitute a taking if the restrictions
inhere in the title of the affected property; that is, “background principles” of state real property
law would have permitted government to achieve the results sought by the regulation (Lucas,
supra, 505 U.S. at pp. 1028-1036). These background principles include a State’s traditional
public nuisance doctrine or real property interests that preclude the proposed use, such as
restrictive easements. Here, there is insufficient evidence at this time for the Commission to
determine that any development of the property would constitute a public nuisance, so as to
preclude a finding that the Commission’s denial of the project would constitute a taking.
California Civil Code Section 3479 defines a nuisance as follows:
Anything which is injurious to health, including, but not limited to, the illegal sale of
controlled substances, or is indecent or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction to the
free use of property, so as to interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of life or property,
or unlawfully obstructs the free passage or use, in the customary manner, of any
navigable lake, or river, bay, stream, canal, or basin, or any public park, square, street,
or highway, is a nuisance.
California Civil Code Section 3480 defines a public nuisance as follows:
A public nuisance is one which affects at the same time an entire community or
neighborhood, or any considerable number of persons, although the extent of the
annoyance or damage inflicted upon individuals may be unequal.
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Any structure constructed on the subject site will be vulnerable to flooding, sea level rise,
tsunami, and other coastal hazards. It therefore could contribute to damage of surrounding areas
if debris is caught in any piles at the base of the structure, or if the structure itself is damaged and
contributes to floating debris. Such potential damage is somewhat speculative at this time,
however, and there is insufficient evidence to determine that construction of a structure on this
site would constitute a public health risk or would otherwise be a nuisance. Similarly, it is
difficult to speculate to what degree the project might result in what could be considered other
types of public nuisances associated with the project. 43 Furthermore, the site is zoned for visitorserving uses, not industrial or other types of uses that are more likely to create noise or odors or
otherwise create a public nuisance.
Therefore, the Commission finds that construction of a visitor-serving use on the site would not
constitute a public nuisance that would preclude a finding that the regulatory action constitutes
the taking of private property without just compensation.
Conclusion
The Commission finds that the project as proposed is inconsistent with the LCP and must
therefore be denied. The Commission also finds, however, that an alternative project could be
approved on this site, but the Applicants disagree with all aspects of the alternative project
proposed by Commission staff, so the Commission does not approve that alternative
development either. The Commission recommends that the Applicants work with Commission
staff to design another project that is more consistent with LCP policies. o preclude a claim of
takings and to assure conformance with California and United States Constitutional
requirements, as provided by Coastal Act Section 30010, Thus, this denial is not a final
adjudication by the Commission of the potential for development on this parcel, as it does not
preclude the Applicants from applying for some other development or use of the site, such as a
more minor development that proposes a visitor-serving use and more carefully addresses the
applicable Coastal Act and LCP policies. this permit approval allows for some development of
the site to provide a reasonable economic use of the subject property. In view of the evidence
that denying all uses on the property could constitute a categorical taking of the Applicants’
property interests and that they had sufficient investment-backed expectations that they could
develop their property in some way, there is a reasonable possibility that a court might determine
that denial of any development on the site, based on inconsistencies with the LCP and the
Coastal Act, would constitute a taking. Therefore, the Commission determines that the
Applicants are entitled to some development on their property.
Having reached this conclusion, however, the Commission also finds that the Coastal Act only
instructs the Commission to construe the City’s LCP and the applicable Coastal Act policies in a
manner that will avoid a taking of property. It does not authorize the Commission to otherwise
43

For example, as described, the site is located in the middle of a rich and significant habitat and viewshed
environs, and it could be categorized as a public nuisances in terms of such development being ‘offensive to the
senses’ (e.g., sight); one that ‘interferes with the comfortable enjoyment of life’ (e.g., here, the public’s
enjoyment associated with views of beach, creek, overall shoreline, and the habitat area and its values); one that
‘affects an entire community’ and a ‘considerable number of persons’ (e.g., the public who makes great use of the
area, including primarily for the coastal vistas provided); and one that ‘obstructs’ the ‘customary use of the
stream’ and the ‘customary use of the park’ (e.g., beach and trail access). This evaluation in terms of public
nuisance law is also speculative in this case, including for the same reasons described above.
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suspend the operation of or ignore the policies of the LCP and the Coastal Act in acting on this
application. Thus, the Commission must still comply with the requirements of the LCP and the
Coastal Act by and siting the development in a manner that is as consistent with the LCP and the
Coastal Act as it can be while avoiding a taking. To achieve better consistency with LCP and the
Coastal Act requirements, the project must be reduced in scope from that proposed, and designed
for visitor-serving uses, consistent with the LCP.

J. RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Takings
The Applicants argues, in a variety of ways, that the denial of the approved modified project
would constitute a taking of private property. Some of these arguments are based on the
economic analysis done for the use of the property for visitor-serving, as opposed to residential
uses. However, the economic analysis related to visitor-serving versus residential uses is
necessary to determine whether or not a residential use could be allowed in the hotel-motel
district under the zoning regulations of the LCP, not to evaluate takings issues. Therefore, the
arguments based on the economic analysis are not relevant to takings issues. The Commission
finds that some level of development could be approved on this project, but the proposed project
is inconsistent with the LCP and must therefore be denied. This is not, however, a final
adjudication of the potential for development on this property. In addition, the Applicant argues
that Special Condition 7.d., which requires the structure to be removed “if any government
agency has ordered that the structure are not to be occupied due to any coastal hazards,” denies
the Applicant all economic value inherent in their property. This condition has been used
commonly by the Commission and is meant to ensure that if property is deemed unsafe, it is
removed so that it does not cause hazards or harm coastal resources. In addition, at the same time
the Applicant argues that the structure would be safe for at least the next 100 years, and therefore
it is unlikely that this condition would be triggered in the near future. Thus, the Applicant would
have a viable economic use of their property.
Economic Analysis
The Commission has not disregarded the feasibility analysis and property appraisal provided by
the Applicants. On the contrary, the Commission has used many of the assumptions provided in
the analysis, as well as additional evidence not considered by the Applicants’ analysis.
Commission staff reviewed a variety of potential uses of the subject property that would provide
a wide range of economic return, from retaining the existing use of the site, 44 to developing the
proposed duplex. With regard to retaining the existing use, as has been detailed earlier, the owner
of the adjacent lot currently holds an easement for the existing use and development that can be
revoked by the owner of the subject lot at any time. When the easement is revoked, the
neighboring property owner would not have a right to use the existing vehicle access or parking
area, and therefore, some off-site parking arrangement would need to be developed, leading to
new costs to that property owner, as well as an inconvenience to the guests of the existing
vacation rental, which could result in lower rental rates. In addition, the portion of the vacation
rental that is located on the subject lot would need to be removed, and, as shown in Exhibit 5,
this would require the removal of approximately 200 square feet of living space also leading to
new costs and further reducing the value of the rental unit, and potentially reducing its rental
44

The site currently contains a portion of the neighboring pole house and provides vehicle access and parking for it.
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rates even more. Further, the existing vacation rental, known as the ‘beach house’, would be
directly adjacent to new development on the subject lot, as opposed to standing alone in the
beach sands, which could also have a negative impact on the property value and rental rates.
Given these significant impacts to the owner of the ‘beach house’ property when the easement is
revoked and the various changes to the beach house and its parking situation are necessitated, it
is possible that the neighboring ‘beach house’ property owner might also be interested in
purchasing the subject property to avoid the additional costs and reduction in value associated
with the proposed project. This is one possible economic return associated with the property,
although it is not clear whether this is something in which the neighboring property owner would
be interested. In any case, though, that property owner would clearly benefit from purchasing the
subject property. It is not clear what the value of this property may be to that property owner, and
staff is not aware that any offers to purchase the property have been made. However, based on
the cost of off-site parking alone, as suggested by the Applicants’ economic analysis which
estimated the cost of off-site parking to be $36,000 per space, the parking area on the property
alone could be worth approximately $108,000, or 60% of the purchase price the Applicant paid
for the property, by itself. When avoidance costs (for partial demolition and reconstruction) of
the beach house and for loss of rental value are also factored in, it seems likely that the value
could rise to or above the Applicants’ purchase price. Thus, one of the potential economic return
outcomes is potential purchase by the neighboring property owner, particularly given their
material interest that would be affected by the development of the site.
In addition to reviewing this option, the Commission has also reviewed the possibility of using
the site for seasonal or other temporary development that could be relocated when flooding
events are anticipated, such as a kayak rental or food stand. Finally, and as detailed in the staff
report, the Commission has reviewed the possibility of using the property for a vacation rental.
These options for visitor-serving commercial and overnight development are specifically allowed
in the hotel-motel zoning district regulations that the site is subject to.
Biological Resources
The Commission’s determination is consistent with conclusions for this site made by the
Department of Parks and Recreation, USFWS, and the Department of Fish and Wildlife
(formerly CDFG). The Applicants also argues that the project site is not located in beach dunes.
This statement is not supported by the facts. The project site consists of sandy soils and is located
in the back dunes of the beach. The dunes at the project site are dominated by ice plant and have
been partially covered by the compacted parking area, but although degraded, they are still
dunes. See Biological Resources section of the report beginning on page 17.
Although riparian habitat has not been identified on the site itself, it has been identified adjacent
to the site, including the coastal salt marsh vegetation that is located approximately 15 feet from
the property line. However, the presence of riparian vegetation on the site is not the basis for the
Commission’s determination that the site constitutes ESHA (see biological resources finding).
Hazards
The Applicants argues that the area fronting Addie Street is not a coastal bluff as identified in the
report, because they argue it is not natural, and instead an artificial riprap fill slope constructed to
support Addie Street. They further argue that it does not meet the definition of a coastal bluff
taken from the California Coastal Resource Guide published by the Commission in 1987.
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However, this project is located in the City of Pismo Beach and the standard of review for the
coastal permit is the City’s LCP. The area fronting Addie Street meets the LCP definition of a
bluff, as previously described.
The Applicants also argues that the site does not contain a dry sandy beach. However, as
described in this report, the site consists of sandy soils to a significant depth, it currently does not
contain water or wetlands, and it is located in the backdune area of the back beach. Therefore,
the Commission maintains that the site does contain dry sandy beach.
The Applicants also argues that the creek mouth is migrating away from the property and there is
no evidence that this trend will change. However, the historical evidence provided is only for the
past 46 years of shoreline change, and cannot predict future changes, including changes due to
the impacts of sea level rise.
Finally, the Applicants argues that piers are not structural pilings and that piers are not protective
structures. First, the Commission has regularly used the terms pier and pilings interchangeablye,
and the LCP does not distinguish between the two. In addition, in this case, the piers are acting
as protective structures, as described on pages 22 and 23 of this report.
Visual Resources
With regard to visual resources, the site is located in a particularly scenic setting and the
proposed project would dominate the subject lot. Although the proposed project may be within
the LCP’s maximum height and minimum setback requirements as the Applicants indicates, that
is but one tool that is used for determining appropriate mass and scale under the LCP. It is also a
tool that prescribes maximum scale attributes. Such maximums are not entitlements, rather they
must be understood within the site context and its relative constraints. In this case, given the
visual sensitivity of the site, the project, as proposed, is inconsistent with the visual resource
protection policies of the LCP. Please refer to visual resources findings.

K. CDP DETERMINATION CONCLUSION-DENIAL
As discussed in the above findings, the proposed project is inconsistent with the LCP and the
public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act. When the Commission reviews a
proposed project that is inconsistent with the Coastal Act and LCP, there are several options
available to it. In many cases, the Commission will approve the project but impose reasonable
terms and conditions to bring the project into conformance with the Coastal Act. In other cases,
the range of possible changes is so significant as to make conditioned approval infeasible. In
these situations, the Commission will frequently deny the project and provide guidance to the
applicants on the type of development changes that must be made for Coastal Act conformance.
These denials are without prejudice inasmuch as applicants are given direction on what they need
to do to propose an alternative project that can meet Coastal Act policies. In rare cases, there are
no feasible conditions that could bring the project into conformance with the Coastal Act, and
there are no obvious feasible alternatives consistent with the Coastal Act that the Commission
might suggest to an applicant. When this happens, the Commission might deny the project
without further guidance to the applicant at that stage, or it might consider approval of a different
project that is the minimum necessary to avoid a taking of private property without just
compensation.
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In this case, the proposed project is significantly out of conformance with the Coastal Act and
LCP because the entire project site is subject to severe hazards, within and adjacent to ESHA,
located in the middle of a significant public recreational access area, and the proposed project
would be extremely prominent in an important public viewshed. As a result, the proposed project
must be denied. This denial, however, is not a final adjudication by the Commission of the
potential for development on this parcel, as it does not preclude the Applicants from applying for
some other development or use of the site, such as a more minor development that proposes a
visitor-serving use and more carefully addresses the site’s constraints.

L. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 13096 of the California Code of Regulations requires that a specific finding be made in
conjunction with coastal development permit applications showing the application to be
consistent with any applicable requirements of CEQA. Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA
prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or
feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse
effect which the activity may have on the environment.
The City of Pismo Beach, acting as lead agency, adopted a Mitigated Negative Declaration under
CEQA. The Coastal Commission’s review and analysis of land use proposals has been certified
by the Secretary of Resources as being the functional equivalent of environmental review under
CEQA. The Commission has reviewed the relevant coastal resource issues associated with the
proposed project, and has identified appropriate and necessary modifications to address adverse
impacts to such coastal resources to the extent allowed while avoiding a taking of private
property without just compensation. All public comments received to date have been addressed
in the findings above. All above findings are incorporated herein in their entirety by reference.
This report has discussed the relevant coastal resource issues with the proposal. All public
comments received to date have been addressed in the findings above. All above findings are
incorporated herein in their entirety by reference. As detailed in the findings above, the proposed
project would have significant adverse effects on the environment as that term is understood in a
CEQA context.
The Commission finds that only as modified and conditioned by this permit will the proposed
project avoid significant adverse effects on the environment within the meaning of CEQA. As
such, there are no additional feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which
would substantially lessen any significant adverse environmental effects that approval of the
proposed project, as modified, would have on the environment within the meaning of CEQA. If
so modified, the proposed project will not result in any significant environmental effects for
which feasible mitigation measures have not been employed consistent with CEQA Section
21080.5(d)(2)(A).
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines (14 CCR) Section 15042 “a public agency may disapprove a
project if necessary in order to avoid one or more significant effects on the environment that
would occur if the project were approved as proposed.” Section 21080(b)(5) of the CEQA, as
implemented by Section 15270 of the CEQA Guidelines, provides that CEQA does not apply to
projects which a public agency rejects or disapproves. The Commission finds that denial, for the
reasons stated in these findings, is necessary to avoid the significant effects on coastal resources
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that would occur if the project was approved as proposed. Accordingly, the Commission’s denial
of the project represents an action to which CEQA, and all requirements contained therein that
might otherwise apply to regulatory actions by the Commission, do not apply.
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